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Paducah, ky., March 29 -Mrs.
Anni. 0. Rickman._ a resident
of.13rookport, Ill., snd formerly
of Benton, Marshall county, Ky.,
has filed a suit in the United
States court here against sixteen
prominent people, including two
women and two doctors, tor the
amount of $52,000, as a result of
the dynamiting of the Rickman
• home in Benton on September
15, 1915. Mrs. Rickman claims
that thro,4siklettels to her hus-
band, James M. Iiickman, she
was ordered to leave Marshall
county, and when they refused
ip and drive him out of the county.
And that on September 17th the
I defendants with guns and ex-
plosives attacked the Rickman
residence and with dynamite and
other esplisives Me* up -the
house. This forced them to
leave the county, and as she was
running a boarding house her
business was ruined. As a re-
sult of the explosion she has
been ill for the past few months,
as she was six months advanced
in pregnancy. She avers that
beforg-the explosion shr was in
•
the destruction of her home and _tends of Hazel and vicinity., . to buy the large
Cedar Lane correspondent spoke ited in this section this week.the county for "being interested
cities, as the law provides for a Parker was principal and Miss
biennial scholastic census, which Myrtle Alexander the assistant.
will save $40,000 to the state Both are splendid teachers, and
every two years. we had a fine school this year.
Littealica Ficamart. is ladicted. The members of the Baptist
church here have built another
robust health and derived acorn- one of the strongest 'banks in ing back to trigg, I will say that riages to report. Mario', Ky. March 28.—The Sunday school room to thefertable living from her board- the county. The new bank will there is no place so dear to me Most of the farmers are busy grand jury at the present term
n 
as old Trigg, but I am not _Ills • Mills Lucy Baucom and _MisaL_____.
church.
ing house. She asks $50,000 for Lim welcomed by the business in-
means of living and $2,000- for- " Eura Adams and rAlthberf Ai- 
of-the Crittenden county circuit
ture. 
farm that the 
sowing oats.
pas week. an concerned in contracts for Working the 
roads is the order-the loss of the house and furni-4- .
Fred Holland, private secre-
of. Don't know where he get mstrong visited Ross Cooper the
tary to Judge Thomas, of the
having to pay out sonic cold email
on their stock. Any person of
ordinary intelligence should rea-
lize that the stock law is abso-
lutely a nuisance in Liberty. -
Mr. Jean Hopson has been ill
Of 'pneumonia some time but is
some better at present.
There will be prayer meeting
Mr. Cleve ./tulle's Saturday
night, April I, stso a class meet-
ing. Mr. Noah Rusiell will con-
duct the services. There will also
be prayer meeting at Mrs. S. D,
Russell's Saturday night, April
8 conducted by Rev. H.N.Evans.
Everybody is invited to attend
these services. Let's all get
about "our father's business,"
and make this the greatest year
of our lives in the service of our
Masten—Juanita, built This summer have been
completed and approved by theTrustees to be Elected is October.
state road commissioner.I
The Dees Bank, of hazel, re- piration of their subscriptions and also providing a weekly Frankfort, Ky., March 30. -to move the "defendants, with Road Commissioner R. C. Ter-
other evil disposed persons, corn- cently organized, will be ready receipt. ,
together-to-latim idate, in- meeting of the stockholders the your tobacco or cash that old-county-warrant drop around
jute, assault, wound and kill" past week a board of directors
her husband, J. M. Rickman, composed 0tH. F. Rose, E. B. 
and make us both happy. We are expecting you._ Look
at the yellow label. and you can tell just WM/ you are
due us.
Houston, Jake J. Meyer, W. F.
White, S. H. Dees and Ben Gro-
Will Remain In Calloway. The ever .increasing use Sloan's
Liniment shows that its merit
Last week we had a clipping 'has obtained greater and greater
recognition.
1
Johnson, W. G. Row* and- Dr. • . ***4. • • t t *4 • t • • • •
B. A. Washburn. . Al• irsik
Dr. B. A. Washburn, of this .1 VIE 1 t C.,1 I CYNN'
city, told the News Democrat ;' 
44,41 ,last. night that a great many pea
pie had asked him about the
case, and he wishes to let the
public know that he is not the
Dr. Washburn mentioned as one
of the defendants-in the peti-
tion. He says thee is a 
take in the initials -to the peti-
tion and 'that it should be Dr,
L. L. Washburn.
The attorneys for the prosecu-
tion are Hal Corbett, of this
city, and George DuRelle, of
,Louisville, former district attor-
neyf thefederal t
The case will be tried during
the April term of the federal
court.
New Bank Elects Officers.
A• 5-5 5 *
We desire to state to the many subscribers who have
kindly paid us their subscriptions during the past week
that owing to rush of business in our office that it has not
been possible for us to- change the-dates-on their yel
labels. This change, however, will be made before the
next issue of the paper. We want you to keep tab on
this label at all times and see that we give you proper
credit for the amount yoU pay us. The purpose of this
label is as much for a receipt for yott as it is a notification.
We know that under this system it will be absolutely im-
possible for errors to occur, and should we fail to *change
the.,date on your label within a reasonable length of time
after you have paid us all that will be necessary is for you
to notify us. Our subscribers are expressing their appre-
i •elation of this change in our system of boOkkeeping, en-
abling them at all times to know just the date of the ex-
ME AS MUCH
STATE AID WORK
Almost twice at, tinny road..
will be construeted-16-the first
gresslon ardrittierIllith slate-
aid this year se in accord-
ing to Walter F. Brook, United
State Senior highway eirgIneer,
who says that the outlook is
most encouraging. Mr. Broolas
returned last night after a tour
of West Kentucky counties.
Work on state-aid roads hate
already started in Graves and
Carlisle counties, while surveys
for ether roads that are to be
rHereafter rural school trustees ell will be in this end of the
bined, conspired and con federat- for business about May 1. At a Many others are yet due us -Ind —when you deliver will be eletted on the first Sat- state next week and will visit
urday in October instead-of-Au-I-Ballard_ mmulty in an effort to
gust, and county boards of edu- straighten out a fight in which
cation will organize in March in members of the Ballard fiscal
court have become engaged since
the $300,000 worth of road bonds
the office of the county superin-
tendent and the incumbent trus-
tees will' hold over until March, were sold.
1917. This hp included in the berry Chirps.
school legislation enacted by the
-recent session of Thgènéra1 as-
assembly. The census this year
will be the last until 1918, ex-
cepting the first and second class
with a splendid entertainment.
and which was enjoyed by-every
one who attended. Mr. George
e '
•AA
•i gen, were elected. Immediately
'following the election of this
i board the directors con vened_andelected officers as follows for the
ensuing year: H. F. Rose, pres-
ident, E. B. Houston, vice-pres-
ident, and Jake J. Meyer, cash-
ier. -
The capital stock of this new
in the Record from the Murray
Ledger saying something about
Mr. R. L. Williams, now cashier
of thelmink at Kirksey, coming
"Safety first"—for the aches
and rheumatic swinges of old
age and the bruises ofyouth meet
back to Trik-g---countY -"Oifr relief in the use of Sloan's.
banking institution is fixed at Bob" tells us about it in the fol-
$15,000, and with the above dir- lowing letter received Tuesday:
ectorate and officers to give itsL"In answer to your question of
affairs attention shoiirdThecornillait week in regard to me corn-
his information. However, it
, w . from one 
who did not know. B cCurtis Neal and family visited 
work to be done and teams to be of the day, and it was neededThe defendants in the case are: Court of Appeals, arrived here as 
hope to be in Cadiz in a short en Carter Wednesday night. 
furnished for said county in work very much.—Pluto.L. Robertson, Sut Ferguson, Ira the latter part of the past week I
Morgan, R. W. Vaughn, P. B. to spend some time with his on the public roads and highways
father during the recess of the while and shake hands with-my Oury Ethridge made a busi- said county." 
L. Y. 'Woodruff attended a
court. Fred is rendering splen- old friends, and spend a few neas trip to Murray last week. 
, of meeting of the Hereford eattle-Sun, LeRoy Griffith, Roy Ford, 
Harry Jones, Elijah Black, Dr. did service to his chief and is minutes in the Record office Claude Stone and family visit- 
The indictment was rettmted breeders of Western Kentucky
e Bert Stone Friday night. 
under section 1,844 of the Ken- and Southern Illinois held inJ. J. Gough, Hardin Griffith, El- proving a very popular • •young looking over the rubbish and d g
sie Potts, Jack Dukes, Gillard man in the capitol city. junk piles I used to see when I




this writing. No deaths or mar-
t indicted the fiscal coert of Mabel McCuiston, of Hazel, visof
PRENTICE HOLLANIA P. A. HART
1 
New Drug Store





Prescription Department in Charge of a
Registered Pharmacist
Holland-Hart Drug Co.
Next Door to Adams Barber Shop




Prof. L. L. Rice, owner of
Castle Heights college at Leban-
on, Tenn., has sold his college to
Cumberland -University-,of the
same place. The sale was made
during the past week. Prof.
Rice becomes president of the
versity, and will have charge
of the entire business of the in-
stitution.
Castle Heights will be used as
a training school for the univer-
sity. Two Murray young men,
John McElrath and Jack Dycus,
are students at Castle Heights.
Every Home Needs "First Aids."
Among the safe and trustwor-
thy "first aids", necessary in
every home is Sloan's Liniment--
Bruises, muscle aches and pains
get, quick relief. The penetrat-
ing, antiseptic and healing prop-
erties of this liniment have been
proven time and time again. It
is the kind of a remedy that once
tried makes a _constant friend.
Will Cooper and Claude Stone
made atrip to the river Saturday.
Jim Walters gave a musical
Friday night that was enjoyed
very much by all present.
Singing at Salem every Sun-
day evening.
Mr. Harris Paschal is no better
at this writing. -
Oce Howard visited Bud Hane-
line last Sunday.
Jason Darnell and Claude Han-
e ine have new telephones.
Look out girls, Connie- Irvan
has bought a new buggy.
Cliff Marine is running a ped-
dler's wagon. We have two ped-
dlers and a rag man every week.
Dave Parks was through this
neighborhood buying hens this
week, paying 13c a pound.
ifunsey Cooper and Charlie




Fencing is the order of the
day in this vicinity owing to the
stock law being voted in Novem-
ber. There are some who have
already felt tAie effect of it by
tucky statutes making the fine Paducah the past week, at which
for said offense from $500 to time the Western Kentucky
$5,000. The indictment was bas- Breeders Co-operative Associa-
ed upon an order made by the tion was:organized. Mr. Wood-
fiscal court whereby it purchas- ruff was elected a member of
ed eight road graders for the the board of directors of the or-•
county, one for each magisterial ganization, and will make en-
district, and allowed $400 to be Aueavor to organize a county as-
sociation for the purpose of pro.:
moting the breeding of this'
splendid cattle. He invites cor-
respondence regarding this mat-
ter and urges all cattle breeders
write him.
A friendly suit was filed the
T. A. Yandell, L. N. Sisco, Chas. past week to test the validity of
T. Riley, W. T. Terry, C. B. I the call made by the city for a_
Woody and C. C. Walker. special election to take the cen-
sus of the voters in the city on
W. L. Baucom &Son have pur-  f $20 000 bond
chased the Cherry & Young bu- issue for the purpose of install-
siness at Cherry and the two ing a municipal light plant. An
stocks of merchandise have been injunction was filed and City
i consolidated. Mr. Cherry has I Attorney Conner and Joe Lan-
! retired from the business while caster, of the firm of Coleman Sr.
'Lancaster, were in Hopkineville-
Iast week to present the case to --
Judge Haribery, but owing ta
the illness cif the Judge the mat—
firm has a a page advertise- ter was deferred and will be.
went in this issue of the Ledger briefed and presented at an ear-
I
to which we direct your atten- ly date. The matter will be ape
Um-. Look it up and read it,'-it pealed to the Court-of Appeals;
may mean money to you. ''z' for final decision.
expended on the roads in each
district and then appointed them-
selves as supervisors of said road
grading in their_respective dis-
tricts at a salary of $2.00 per
day.
The members of the Court are:
F. M. Davidson, H. S. Wheeler.
Mr. -Young is associated with
Consolidated:firm and the bu-
siness in the future Will he cOn-
ducted under the name of W. .L.
Baucorr, Son - Youn-g. This new. .
the question o a
--
-
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43. Six months old March_15, 1916, with resources of over $100,000. Confidence, Safety and Service. We
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BMW FLY WAR AT ONCE
OW is the time to begin effective warfare on flies.
They have not yet had time to breed in great
numbers. If we wait until warm weather
they will breed so rapidly we shall be unab
le
to cope adequately with the pest.
In order to make the warfare a fight to a
finish for the fly we must have the
tion of the entire community. If only a fe
w
intelligent and public-spirited citizens on each
street make war on the filthy and dangerous
inflects their efforts will be practically usele
ss
----so far as the good-of the town is concerned.
• The situation would be somewhat the same
if .a few of the states should wage war on an
enemy of the United States and the other
states watched the con wi i 
s thcnigir-the-fate--
of the onlookers was quite as vitally affoct
ed as iliat of the fighters.
Don't be an onlooker. For goodness' sake, take 
sides! If you
believe the housefly is a harmless little creatu
re, terribly lied about
by his enemies, stick up for the fly. Maintain
 a nice, big, hospitable
manure pile where he can breed by the mill
ion. See that he has
open spittoons, garbage cans, vaults and dea
d animals handy for
feeding purposes.
And don't be a piker about inviting him into y
our home. Have
no screens, no swatters, no fly-paper. G
ive him the run of the place.
the food and baby's face and lips. If 
baby or wife contract disease
and die, blame the witches!
Be sensible. Join the army and fight 
flies with us.
etreceteeeeemeeMe --Ateeelfzieete 'Aerate e- _
•
INS MURRAY LTIDGIUL, MURRAY KT.
EXPENDITURES ARE
SHOWN IN REPORT
ATTORNIY oanianAL SANDS A
STATSMENT, AMOUNTING TO
$4111,546, TO GOV. STANLIY.
MANY BOOKS WERE PUBLISHED
Department of Schools Employed Un-
- 114101111Imiry Help—Statement Cov-




CALOMEL MAKES YOU SICK, UGH!
IT'S MERCURY AND SALIVATES t
Straighten Up! Don't Lose a Day's Work! Clean Your 
Sluggish
Liver and Bowels With "Dodson's Liver Tone."
nib! Calomel makes you sick Take
dose of the vile, dangerous drug W-
itten and tomorrow you may ION a
day's work.
Calt,mel is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis of the bones
Calomel, when it comes Into contact
with sour bile crashes :nto it, break
111g It up This Is when you feel that
awful nausea and cramping. If you
feel sluggish and "all knocked out," if
liver is torpid sad boefels consti-
pated or you have headache, dizziness,
ted tongue, -If breath Is bad or
Stomach sour, just try a spoonful of
harmless Dodson's Liver Tone
Here's my guarantee--Oo to any
drug store or dealer and get a 50-cent
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone Take
a spoonful tonight and If it doesn't
friends for probable appointment as
our of the state commissioners to ad-
minister the new workmen's compen-
for compiling and indexing the school nation law. Under the new statute au-
laws of 1903. Coo; detective work, perelsion is provided by a board of
$1.152; architects. illtie estimates three members, two to be appointed.
on new capital, $2.072 The total that at salaries of $3,500 per year, the third
Sewell says was paid illegelly to ste•
nographers during the Orst three and
linmetter to be the state insurance i•om•
miesioner, who will recelvt; WO in ad•
a half yeara of the period from 19eilidition to his present salary. An amenit
to 1916 is $3.2ii;), and during the last 1. meta
 wait' offered in the senate to
tour -riars ite,357. • - - einake the law operate under a bi partl
' The !airiest item it is alleged. am; Kan board, which *as defeated, and
for the publication of unauthorized I thus gives -the governor the appoint.
. books: fluffy says; "The record
 of the-trent or two Demorrate- menakers. Me.
Uri* Vet. et Tas OBI
Opposition to the Upiversity of
Loterrill• bill, permitting the appor-
Dement of 3 cents of the city tax
levy to the university, was brought to
the attention of Gov Manley by a 11•1-
egation which called on him and urged
him to veto the measure In the party
were former Park Commissioner Ben
Brumley., president of the Allied Clete
Clubs; 1/r Peter 8, Gana. I-tier-meowing
Ike Jefferson Codnty Fieleratioa of
Catholic Societies; T. 8. Preen, repre-
senting the printing trades; W J.
Quinn. eepresenting Ike Pelted Trades
and Labor Assembly: D. J. hammer.
Dr August 8chachner, and Dr A. N.
Harnett The argument presented
was that all departments of the city
are hard pressed for funds, the city
schools are receiving the minimum
levy and this will make a further drain
on the reeteirees.
-4111spee4al granktort Curreatenuience ) _ _
ittort. Asseastaat Kimball's Appe inzenent Urged.
At't tisn. John M. Duffy reported to Feemer Coneresstuan r.
Gov. Stanley that in his judgment a of this city, is being urged by fits
total of $66,545.34 has been spent
salty in the schools department of this
state since July, 1908. The Items are
public printer states the cost of pub-
lishing Bird and Arbor day bulletins to
be $6.384 67. but 1 find the total
&menet paid the pablishing company
was $2,50o more than the order of the
public printer called for."
Concluding. Duffy says:
opinion these expenditures were total-
ly unanthorized. and the- superintend-
ent should be made to account for this
Kimball has the indorsement of Sena•
tor Thomas A. Combos and it is a inter.
stood his candidacy is being quite fa
vorably considered.
Stenographers Get Back Pay.
- Governor Stanley signed and 81)7
proved the resolution. Noised by. the
General Assembly appropriating -suffi-
cient money to pay the salary of the
waste of stew& Whits on hie ucla4itenographent in the DepertInent 9f
bond." The contingent expenses of Education from January 4 to the time
this department, which du not include when the act providing for their ap-
salaries, were: 1912. $23,472: 1913, pointment goes into effect. They 
were
2
$27.982: 1914. 143.627:- 1015. ,O,511,femployed in accordance with _a c
on-
Duffy ate: "The aet-ciT 111 !Mitred struction placed upon the taw dur
ing
the- expense- of--the---superiutenden
inspecting and examining schoele to
$500 annually. Although Superintend-
ent Hatntett- thereafter drew from $e--
000 to 53.000 per moo= under an
amended Acthei continued to draw
1500 per annum under the former act
In monthly installments of $41.66 each,
as though it were a part of his salary.
WOMEN ARE ACTIVE WILL YOU HELP?
lin U held.
Municipalities may not avoid Bah 1-
ity for damages occasioned by negli-
gence in the care of streets by reason
of the fact that they have reached the
conatitutional limitation of their taxea
in providing for the ordinary expenses
of governme-nt, and the- co-art of-ap-
peals re-fused to accept the argument
that a city under such circumstances
stands in the attitude of an insolvent
judgment debtor. This point was de-
cided in affirming the Jefferson circuit
court, which granted a mandatory in-
junction. requiring the town of Oak-
dale to levy a special tax to pay a
judgment of $2,000 awarded the estate
of Clarence Sanders, killed in an acci-
dent caused by a defective street. Ex-
ecution on the judgment was returned
"no property found." and when suit
was brought to require the additional
tax levy the defense was interposed
that under Section 157 of the Consti-
tution towns the size of Oakdale are
limited to a tax levy of 75 cents on
the 1100, and prohibited from becom-
ing "indebted in any manner for any
purpose to an amount exceeding in any
year the income and revenue provided
I for- that year .without the aesent of
two-thirds the voters thereof."
  -
The city of Chicago. Ill., conduc
ted How much expense and trouble are
a crusade for the exterminati
.m of
flies last summer which was the 
big-
gest movement of the kind tha 
world
has seen, according to govern
ment
health authorities. The work was don
e
by the Clean Chicago federation, 
com-
posed of the health department, 
wom-
en's clubs, department stores, 
great
manufacturing concerns, the newspa-
per,. a physicians' association and t
he
board of education.
In this crusade the women were es-
pecially active. They showed by their
enthusiasm and their tireless lebor
that the subject of fly exterminati
on
1Iea near the heart of every house
keep-
er and that she knows the m
enace
which the fly holds over her family
—
especially her children.
We confidently expect that the
ladies in our town and surroundi
ng
_.,._country will be  just as ea
ger to help
. the cause Offly extermination 
fs
the women of Chicago Were there
Wherever there - has be a
4sarapaign the woolen and school ehil
dr511.11ave had an Important part.
sAiministrattona, but the court of
appeals held that there was no provi-
sion for them. An act was then Passed
how-lag the. employment. _of
raphers. The law, of course, could not
provide for back salaries so the money
was appropriated by resolution.
Double Mileage Refused.
Ten cents t. mile one way is all he
will allow sheriffs for conveying pHs-
the •enitentlaries unless the
courts direct him erent y. sa
State Auditor Greene. Sheriffs had
been drawing mileage both ways in
addition to the expenses of their depu-
ties, but the auditor said the law,
which expressly provides-for mileage
'both way•-for teelotaters and all other
tripe of sheriffs speaks of mileage only
one way in this instance. He has ad-
vised the sheriffs to bring a test suit,
as he is as desirous of being certain
of his course as they are to get the
additional mileage.
Legislative Practice Body.
Students of the Law College of the
State University have organized a
pfactice legralatIWE body ttr-tre known
as the Henry Clay House of Repre-
sentatives, and under the guidance of
Representative Reuben Hutchcraft
discuss and follow the parliamentary
rules of the Kentucky legislature' in
every detail. Judge W. T. Lafferty,
dean of the college, has turned the law
library over to the society to he used
on meeting nights as the chamber of
the house, and the different offices in
the department will be used as com-
mittee rooms. The work accoMplish-
ed will count as equivalent to any one
classr000m subject, if the participant
tries out for one of the debating teams.
J. H. Coleman, president of the Henry
Clay Law Society, has been chosen
president.
May Teat New Law,
f tl s• litilt f tl t 
Clerk Has Splendid Record.
Nelson county officer, were com-
mended for the excellent condition in
which they keep their records by
State Inspector and Examiner Nat. B.
Sewell, who filed a report upon the
Nelson county examination. For the
last five years he found only $21 10 due
the state in that county. This was col-
lected in the office of County Clerk
Morgan Gilkey, the sum representing
items over the disposition of which
there had been some question. The of-
fice of Arch Pulliam, circuit court
clerk, was praised as the best conduct-
ed that has been. inspected.
Setter Attendance Expected.
The compulsory school attendance
law, it is believed, has been made ef-
fective by the recodification of the
school laws,  approved by Gov. Stanley
recently. The old law proirda- föl. a
fine only, but under the present law
it is made a misdemeanor not to send
a child to school, and the parent
or guardian, If fined, may be sent to
jail to serve out the fine for nonpay-
ment. Heretofore the compulsory
school attendance law has been a dead
letter in some sections, but the more
drastic punishment is expected to ac-
complish its purpose
I straighten you right up and make 
yoa
feel One and vigorous by morning
 I
want you to go back to the store and
get yeur money. Doctson's Liver Tone
le destroying the sale of calomel be-
cause It Is real liver medicine; entir•
ly vegetable. therefor* it cannot sali-
vate or make you sick.
1 guarantee that one spoonful of
Dodson's Liver Tone will put your
sluggish liver to work and clean your
boleti* of that sour bile and c
onsti-
pated waste which Is clogging your
system and making You feel nesehable
I guarantee that a bottle of Dodeon's
Liver Tone will keep your entire fam-
ily feeling tine for months. Give it to
your children. 1( 1. harmless; doesn't
gripe and they like its pleasant taste.
HORSE SALE DISTEMPER
You know that what you sell or tiuy through 
the steer
has about ono chance In fifty to escape P.41.10 
my %num
DiterizzierMet. **spoiler**, Is your true pri
neetteic your
only safeguard, for as sure as you treat all your 
horses
with it, you will coon be rIcr of the (tiler
:taw It acts WI 111
RUTe p eve, twe wielltwr how they Sr. "exposed .'
50 vents and it it bottle. 85 and 1110 dozen bottles.
 at sit
good druggist*, horse goods hous,s. or deliver
ed by the
manufacturers.
Ceeualiete. tiewbew. lad.. U. flo.-
- An average of fiv,00e documents are Even If you have a
 galvanized roof
signed by President Wilson each year. on your house it is a goo
d idea to
have it covered with insurance.
To Drive Out Malaria
And Build Up The System
Tak• the Old Standard GROVE S
TASTELESS chill, ToNic. you know
mbar you -are taking. as- the formula ie
printed on every label, showing it is
Quinine awl Iroo in a tasteless turm. lbs
Quinine drives out malaria. the Iroo
builds op the system. so cents.
The trouble with hitting the bottle
is that it's apt to strike back.
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully 'very bottle of
CASTOR1A. a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Vile for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Some men value outward show more
than inward worth.
There Is No  Art in Taking Medicine.
Just folIole—dlieictions Ien ever, bat-
tle of "Plantation" Chill Tonic and
see how quickly those dreadful chills
will leave you. It leaves the liver in
healthy condition and yet contains no
_Calomel. Price 50c.—Acty.
No man with a poor memory has any
business to become a liar.
Osborne To Be Aviator.
Kentucky will have an aviator at-
tache to its military establishment.
Accepting tic 'Mier of the Curtis Avis,-
Hon school, extended to the military
department of all the states to give
free tuition to one member of the
militia. Adjt. Gen. J. Tandy Ellis has
assigned B. Osborne, of the Signal
cre-tt.st o ( ie a y o ac Corps, Lexington. to go. lie will be
you willing to take on your shoulders
to help rid the community, of flies and 
siting the Thirty-sixth Judicial district, commissioned second lieutenant.
most of the diseases which they dig- 
comprising Wolfe. Morgan and Ma-
tribute' If you are willing to help, this 
goffin counties, will be ,made by the Appcintment Is Urged.
is what you will have to do: 
opponents of the new district -if Goy., lifepresentatiye W. A. Price and c`ol-
Buy screens to cover every window 
Stanley signs the bill. The opponents ling Lee, of Covington. probably will
and door that you will open in your 
of the district claim that the act vio- be urged for the appointment-by Goy.
house this summer. Buy or make a 
lat-es Section 128 of the Constitution Stanley as successor tothe -late Coun-
garbage can—something that the flies
cannot enter when the lid is on it. It
you keep a horse make a manure bin
that will keep out flies. This is impor-
tant because flies breed almost 
entirely in manure. If possible, have the
manure removed at least once a week
and spread on apeld. Keep the horse's
stall clean.
Put fly-tight covers on the seats in
the toilet outhouse. It the vault does
not fit the house tight, make it fly-tight
by usinecen2ent—or bank it up with
earth.alid'sod.
loose- peelinga
rotting 'vegetables. Pot out a simple
Sty 'trap near the kitchen door. Coe
the spatter. Urge. your neighbors to
t; The same precatitioliK-- •
vo ••• 41.0
Met, A-1 , •
...R.I... -.I..
"






in that there are not sufficient popula-
tion outside of the counties compris-
ing a judicial district to constitute a
new judicial district.
ty Judge Cleary. of Kenton. The ap-
pointment will be until the November
elect:on, when a successor will be
elected for the remainder Of the term
Help For-State Superintendent. Nelson :fficials Commended.
4
The bill empowering the State Su- Nelson; county officers were co
perintendent of. Public Instruction to mended for the excellent condition in
I
raphers in his office is now a law. The Inspeci*d Examiner Nat B. Sewel
l,
employ four Clerks and live stenog- which they keep their records by
 State
hill which was Introduced in the house who filed 'a report 'Ton the Nels
on
by Representative White, of ).fonroe county examination. 
For the last flve
coUnty. and in, the senate by Senator yeers he found only $21.10
 due the
Zimmerman, of Bullitt, was designed state in that gpmnty. This wa
s collect-
to 'ye the State Superintendent pow- ed in the office of Co
unty Clerk Mor-
Mete tiMei0Y-01eland leteriegraehera 1 gen Gilkey; Om 
sew rp-ri.seri ug
that have been working in his office items Over the dispesit
ion of which
for some time, 'the employinvnt of there had been some -q
uestion.. The
**COM the court of a.ppeala111./LX.ecent,oltice of 'Arch Pulliam, 
circuit court




If your skin is scratched by a rusty
nail, apply Hanford's Balsam at once.
It should prevent blood poison. Adv.
There is nothing more uncertain
'than a sure thing.
Dr. Pierce's Pellets are best ter liver,
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet for
a laxative --three for a cathartie.—Adv.
RECEIPT FOR DARKENING
YOUR GRAY HAIR
Do this—Apply Ski a shampoo Q-flan
-Hair Color ilastores-to Tour hair and
scalp. After • few applications you
will be delighted to see all your prae.
faded, prematurely or gray streaked
hair turn to an even beautiful dark
shade. Q•Ban is harmless, no dye.
but makes scalp and hair healthy s
all your hair whether gray, or not is
made soft, lustrous, wavy, thick. cven•
ly dark and handsome. Insist on hav-
ing Q-Ban. It is ready to use and
sold on a money back guarantee. 5.0c
for a big bottle sent prepaid or at drug
stores. Addreas_ANIA11.. Front
Memphis, Tenn. Adv.
A clever Politician is one who is
able to cover up his tracks.




For the benefit of others, I gladly
give this statement regarding the
merits of "Anuric." Am nearly 76
years of age. I suffered from back-
ache, weak back, rheumatism, and
could not control the excretion of the
kidneys. I can safely say that "An-
uric," the new discovery of Dr. Pierce,
of Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., has
done me more reargood, than anything
I have ever taken for these ailments.
Signed—Mrs. N. M. Flint.
NOTE - A new remedy, called "An-
uric," has been discovered by Dr.
Pierce. It cures backache, headache
and the darting pains and aches of
rheumatism, kidney and bladder
troubles. This "Anuric" is 37 times
more potent than lithia, and dissolves
uric acid, as hot water does sugar.
For lame back, stiff neck and sore
throat, apply Hanford's Balsam of
Myrrh, and be sure to rub it in thor-
oughly. It is guaranteed to cure or
your money will be refunded-by your
dealer adv.
On an average.. the -tog nuisance
costa London about $25.000.1)00 a year.
, .
STOP THOSE SHARP SHOOTING PAINS
"Femenine is the wonder worker for all
lemaie disorders. Price ex.00andeoc. Adv.
- Heed not jeers; they eannot hurt
For old sores apply Halford's Bal-
sam. Adv.
Honesty is the best introduction.
— -
IN THE SPRING
Now is the time to bring to your aid
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery •
tin tablet or liquid form). This won-
derful remedy helps to restore stom-
ach to its natural health and strength
and to secure proper flow of the di-
gestive juices, a good appetite and full
digestion of the food you eat. It in-
vigorates the liver, regulates the bow-
els and purifies and enriches the bleed.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discov-
ery' is absolutely free from alcohol and
Injurious drugs. lie Ingredients print-
ed on wrapper. You can be certain it
is a true blood-maker, tissue-builder,
and a restorative nerve tonic and that
it will produce no evil after-effect.
Thousands—probably many of your
neighbors—are willing to recommend
"Golden Medical Discovery" because
It has made them stronger In body,
brain and nerve.




III Mere Is a testimonial unsolicited X
X "If I had my will it would 
a
iMr be advertised on every street 11 1 OK
a corner. The man or womanthat has rheumatism and fails
a to keep and use Sloan's Lite-imr II 
! il anent is like a drowning manMt
X
refusing • rope."—A. J. Yea




































































































By JULIA BOTT041 LEY
• 
DISTINGUISHED BY
A lovely gown of black net, with
flounces bordered with corded or
banded taffeta, Is distinguished by
much originality. Several novel ideas
appear in its finishing. which might he
used on gowns made ofany of the
sheer fabrics that add so much to the
midsummer wardrobe
The model is made over a slip of
black taffeta with plain skirt and low
bodice, which serves as a foundation
an suppoct for the net overdress
This has two flounces, one overlap-
ping the other, headed by two puffs
which form shorter, doubled flounces.
about the hips.
The net bodice Ti shirred on to a
narrow band at the round neck with a
row of four small shirred tucks, form-
ing a soft and pretty finish. It is cut
in one with the full sleeves.
The sleeve is elbow length and fin-
ished with four rows of baby Velvet
ribbon. By gathering in the fullness
at two places about the upper arm two
puffs are formed, corresponding with
those at the top of the skirt. Little
rosettes of baby velvet ribbon with
hanging ends are mounted at the back
of the neck and at the back of each
sleeve.
An emplacement of taffeta with lace
overlay across the top and bottom ap-
pears at the back and front of the
bodice, forming a little blouse with a
PRACTICAL SUIT
short peplum. The lace used is a black
net run with silver. This might be re-
placed with an embroidered pattern, or
the printed taffetas could be used.
Striped ribbons or silks are used
with georgette crepe for afternoon
gowns in banded effects. In these the
upper part of the skirt Is made of the
crepe and at the knee. or-a tittle above.
the banded silk is set on to form the
lower part of the skirt. The bodice le
usually made of the crepe, with the
banded silk used in sofne aort_of over-




A trim and interestingly practical
suit, meant to fill the needs of the
schoolgirl, proclaims itself 'an Ameri-
can design made for an American'
girl. Without a -furbelow of any de-
scription, It is made of a cravenetted
wool fabric, firm as to weave and fair-
ly light as to weight The skirt is
full and flaring, but it achieves these
desirable traits without plaits of any
n ,y means o pe seams a
shaped gores. lort-is finished with a
three-inch hem and appears longer in
the picture than it need be. Shoe-top
length would mean additional style.
The smart coat Is held in to the fle-
ws by a belt of the material, and has
a flaring and pointed peplum. Ma-
chine stitching, irreproachable as to
neatness and accuracy of line, empha-
sises its value as a finish, because
there is -no ornamentation to distract
the attention from it. There is a
French collar at the neck, which but-
tons close up about it, under the chin.
Three buttons at the top of the coat
continue a row begun by two on the
collar, and three smaller buttons, of
the same kind, are placed on the back
of the sleeves near the hand.
The belt fastening is ingenious and
betrays that careful thought was given
to every detail of the suit. At each
end the belt is extended into a tongue.
eettee •./..••••••
•
Tine MURRAY LIDGAZ, MURRAY, KY.
SOUND POULTRY HINTS
Cull Out All Superficial,Males and
Unprofitable Hens.
leery Pew! ?bat Does Not Appear
Healthy and Vigorous Should Is
Sent to Market—Feed Liberally
During Cold Weather.
One of the very first things to do
to secure a profit from the farm flock
durieg the whiter is to cull out the
doelkaad sellever-y- bird that does not
show a promise of returning a profit.
Old hens, superfluous males and
%filets that du not shuar_Enod healthy
development had better be geld for
hat theiy wilt being, AII-1$11111r that
do not appear healthy and vigorous
should. be placed In a tome, by them-
selves and given it (quince to become
marketable. In the way the size of
the flock can be 'educed and only
hens that are capable of paying for
their feed and case kept through the
winter.
. The flock must be fed liberally dur-
ing the cold weather. Nothing is to
be gained by feeding starvation ra-
tions. This much is an assured fact.
Poultry House With Generate Founda-
tion—Cheap and Convenient.
Is better to sell half.the flock and
ye the feed to this ones that are left.
With feeds of all kinds at present
Ices. It requires strict economy and
careful management to secure reaults
during the winter months.
Wheat, corn and oats mabeAn ideal
grain ration for laying hens.' It forms
a palatable feed, furnishes variety and
is well balanced for egg production.
With boiled vegetables and meat
scraps added or mixed with cut clover'
it makes a well-balanced feed,
The grain feeds can be improved
by grinding and feeding in the form
of a mash a part of the time. The
change is highly beneficial and in-
creases egg production. Meat scraps
aro a good source of protein. Green
bone is preferred by many poultry-
men, but It ie out of the question with
many pouItry-keeperi on account of
the amount of labor required in its
preparation.
If one is situated near to a large
market and can. buy bone and meat
at a low cost and has plenty of time
to prepare R. he- may then secure a
good feed at a moderate cost. How-
ever, I believe that the average poul-
try keeper wilt-lad meat scraps at
three dollars a hundred fully as cheap
and economical a feed.
Hens must have bulky and succu-
lent feed to take the place of the
green grass they get during the sum-
mer. Alfalfa and red clover cut and
cured early, are the best substitutes.
If the hay is run through a cutting
box or grinder and steamed for an
hour and a half the hens will consume
nearly all of it.
It is rich in protein and a good egg-
producing food. If the flock has a
dry and comfortable house, free from
vermin, they will furnish -an abun-
dant supply of winter eggs, providing,




These tongues carry a buttonhole. A
slit in the belt at the right side is
buttonhole stitched, and the tongue
on the left side of the belt thrust
through it buttoning over high com-
position buttons that match up well
with the suit
A small breast pocket might Sad a
- place in tge coat, for the sake of cona
venieuee. The suit suggests the mili-
tary modes, and one suspects its crea-
tor of gentle irony inasmuch as he has
designed for the schoolgirl a auk with
I no foolishnetur about-It
USE CARE IN HANDLING BEES
Little Honey Gatherers Are Not Such
Dangerous Creatures as Many Are
Willing to Believe.
Bees are not such dangerous crea-
tures as many suppose., Treat them
well, and as a rule they will return
the same treatment.
True, they sometimes sting when
they are disturbed. Wouldn't you,
especially if you thought you were
being robbed? Besides, they are often
pinched in the operation.
When removing the supere aim to
never hurt a bee; smoke down if nec-
essary. Rub honey over the hands be-
-fore commencing to work with them
and when a bee alights intending to
sting the honey so tickles its palate.
that it set-tles down to eating and
forgets its rage.
BUYING EGGS FOR HATCHING
Breeder, if He Knows His Bustiess,
Will Mate Up Fowls With an
Eye to the Best Results.
—
If you expect to buy eggs for hatch-
ing, don't expect too much.' The
breeder, if he knows his business, has
mated up his fowls, 'after careful
study of each individual, with an eye
to the best results. He may wish, or
expect to sell most of the eggs 
/
pro-
duced, but he will probably u_ee quite
a portion for hatching at hoe, and
for this wants the best results from
such matings.
Time for Watering Horses.
Water taken into the stomach of a
horse is bound to go on quickly. If
given aftei feeding, it will carry much
undigested food with it. Before meals
is the time for watering,
• —Overfeeding and Starving. '
hens suffer from overfeeding as
much as from half starving.
•
iWood pipes are better than iron ,
pipes for carrying water supply, ac-
cording to a report issued by the I
United States forestry bureau. It '
says that timber, saturated with water
and protected from outside influences
is practically everlasting.
There is a line of two miles of '
wood pipe at Fayetteville, N. C., laid
in 1S29, which is sound and in con-
stant use at the present time.
Wood pipes cost only one-quarter
as much as cast iron and one-half as
much as steel, they have greater dis-
charging capacity, they are not affect-
ed by electrolysis and they are poor '
conductors of heat, thus keeping the
water cooler- in summer and warmer
in winter.
LIQUID MANURE IS VALUABLE
--
Marked increase of Hay Crop O.
tamed by Tests Conducted by Scot-
land geper_iment Station.
In four years' field fertiliser el.
perlinents with liquid manure on
quarter-acre plats of hay land, con-
ducted by an experiment station in
Scotland, the liquid. manure was ap••
plied at different times during the
winter, the standard dressing being
1.000 gallons per acre applied in two
portions of 1,110(1 gallons each with an
interval of a few days between. It
was found that • marked increase
of hay erai* was obtained from the
application of liquid manure in win-
ter or early spring.
Treatment with liquid manure had
no had effect on clover, 'but Was Oft
the contrary distinctly beneficial ,iti
several of the experiments. The after
44:404a, of treatntssat wit !Natal ma-
ma() was also good. No correspond-
ingly greater retern was obtained
*Ilea 4,000 gallons per acre were sup-
plied. In several cases tie; crop was
too,heavy and wan Inclined to lodge
It is concluded that about 2,000 gal-
lons of liquid munuro per acre for hay
land is sufficient and that the profit
realism' by such an application is ,
sufficient to justify the trouble and
expense of applying the liquid manure
instead of lettifig it go to waste, -
SPRAY OUTFIT FOR GARDENS
It is the Kind of Preparedness That
Insures Fruit and Vegetables for
the Farmer.
Every gardener . and grower of
Mall fruits shoultillefo a spraying
outfit and be ready for war. ist time
of peace. This is the kind of Pre-
pat-mineral that pays; It la lbw pre-
paredness that insures fruits and
-vegetables; -- -
No one enjoys producing fruits and
vegetables for bugs, worms and plant
diseases. There is nothing more ex-
asperating than to see the "swarm of
bugs" ruin a bed of plants and de-
stroy one's hope for reward. The
spraying outfit will give you a chance
to defend your trees, plants and vines.
After insects get a start it is •too
late to spray. Spraying should be
done when the first insects are seen
and before they reproduce their
young, When .the sprayer is handy
this may be dime. but if one must
wait several days till one may be or-
dered it may be too late. Arm your-
salt-and ne prepared, should  th be-
nj~iuted of spraying you will have
our outfit for future use.
USEFUL SHEEP FODDER RACK
Long. Narrow, Portable Feeding Per
That May B. Taken From-Place
to Place la--Handy.
Sheep do not relish fodder after it
has been trampled on by themselves
or other live stock, or if it has been
thrown down where it can get soiled
or muddy. Sometimes it Is difficult
to have feeding racks of a permanent
Sheep -Fodder yen,
kind where the sheep are being fed.
When this is the case, a long, narrow,
portable fodder pen, that/ may be ta-
ken frottf ptace -to-placeo wfltmakean--
excellent feeding rack. It can -be
made of the -pieces of lumber found
around the premises.
FAVOR WOODEN WATER PIPES
Better Than iron for Carrying Water
Supply, According to United
States Forestry Bureau.
Kind Treatment of Cows.
When the cow gets uneasy and
kicks do not get mad and rush for a
club. Better see whether or not you
have been squeezing a sore teat or if
your finger nails dig into the teat.
Trim ycur nails and milk gently.
Rough handling will never break a
cow of kicking.
Get Manure on Soli.
Spread the manure on orchard or
field every week or so. Don't let it
pile up all winter, heat and be worth-
less. Get it out on the ground when-
ever weather and soil conditions per-
mit.
Test the Seed Gem-
Now is the time to test the seed
corn. When the weather is bad and
work cannot be done in the fields the
Add SIR to Oats. seed seem May be tested, the poor,ears
Aal a little salt to the sprouted oato discarded so they will not ,have,
for the arr. aw ftsi a change. efiance to produce their kind. •
Hot Water Each Morning
. Pub Roses  in Your Cheeks
To look fine's best and feel one's
brat is to enjoy an inside bath each
morning to flush from the system the
previous day's waste, sour fermenta-
tions and poisonous toxins before ft it
absorbed into the blood. Just as coal,
when it burns, leaves behind a certain
amount of incombustible material in
the form of ashes, so the food and
drink taken %itch day leave in the ali-
mentary orgons a certain amount of
indigestible material, which if not
eliminated, form toilne and poisons
which are then sucked into the blood
through this-very ducts which are in-
tended to suck in only nourishment to
sustain the body.
If you want to see the glow of
healthy bloom in your cheeks, to see
your skin get clearer and clearer, you
are told to drink every morning upon
arising, a glass of hot water with a
teaspoonful Of limestone phosphate
in it, which is a harmless means of
washing the waste material and toxins
from the stomach, liver, kidneys and
bowels. thus cleansing, sweetening and t
purifying the entire alimentary tract, i
Its Sort.
"That woman's train goes as fast
ad an express train."
"And is always on the rail."_
COMB SAGE TEA IN
HAIR TO DARIffir
It's Grandmother's Recipe to
keep her Locks Dark,
Glossy, Beautiful.
' The old-time mixture of Sage Tea
and Sulphur for darkening gray,
streaked and faded hair is grandmoth-
er's recipe, and folks are again using
it to keep their hair a good, even color,
which is quite sensible, as we are liv-
ing in an age when a youthful appear-
ance is of the greatest advantage.
Nowadays, though, we don't have
the troublesome task of gathering the
sage and the mussy pzixing at home.
All drug stores sell the ready-to-use
product, improved by the addition of
other ingredients, called "Wyeth's
Sage and Sulphur Compound" for
about CO cents a bottle_ It lavery pops
ular because nobody can discover it
has been applied. Simply moisten
your comb or a soft brush with It
and draw this tilrough your hair, tak-
ing one small strand at a time; by
morning the gray hair dIsapoears. but
what delights the ladies with Wyeth's
Sage and Sulphur Compound, is that,
besides beautifully darkening the hair
after a few applications, it also pro-
duces that soft lustre and appearance
of 'abundance which is so attractive.
This ready-to-use preparation is a de-
lightful toilet requisite for those who
desire amore youthful appearance. It
is not intended for the cure, midge,
before puttlua mune food into the atom
at h.
Girls and women with sallow skins,
liver spots. pimples or pallid complex-
ions, also those who wake up with a
coated tongue, bad taste, nasty breath,
others who are bothered with head-
aches, bilious spells, acid stomach or
constipation should begin this phos-
phated hot water drinking and are as-
sured of very pronounced results in
one or two weeks.
A quarter pound of limestone phos-
phate costa_very lItUa at, the drug
store but is enflicient to demonstrate
that just as soap and hot water
cleanses, purifies and freshens the skin
on the outside, so hot water and lime-
stone phosphate -act on the inside or-
gans. We mutt always consider that
internal sanitation is vastly more im-
portant than outside oleanliness, be-
cause the sk'n pores do nor absorb
impurities into She blood, while the
bowel pores do.
Women who desire to ethance the
beauty of their complexion should just
try this for a week and notice results.
But when it comes to shoveling
snow a man always tries to follow the
straight and narrow path.
7
F R E C 
now la taw Time to Oct Bidet =moo
Ugly Spot*.
There's no longer the slightest need of
reeling •ssairoa of your frechl,4, is tho
prescription othine—double it
guaranteed to remove these homely spots
Simply get an ounce of °thine—double
strength—from your druggist, and apply a
little of It night and morning and you
thouldroJon se* that even the wcret freckle&
have begun to disappear. while the lighter
urea have vanished entirely. It Is seldom
that more than one ounce 4 needed to com-
pletely ctrar the skin and gain a beautiful
clear complexion. 4.
Be sure to ask for the double strength
°thine, as this la sold under guarantee of
money back If it tails to reinoir freckles.—
Envy is an acknowledgment of the
good fortune of others.
If You Need a Medicine
You Should Have the Best
lion or prevention of disease.--Adv.
There isn't much self-love in the 
Balsam. Adv.
make-up of the man who loves 'the
enemy 'as himself. A man without charity is a rogue.
_
Although there are hundreds of prepa-
rations advertised, there is only one that
really stands out pre-eMlnent as a rem-
edy for diseases of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not recom-
mended for everything.
A sworn certificate of purity Is With ev-
ery bottle. You may receive a sample
size bottle of Swamp-Root by Parcel
Poet, Address Dr K Co Bing-
her.to, Na Y a •nilmer
tw-Fo..;istaze4e-s_ac all (111 10; ;tiocrs tiennbcoetrt o
and $1.00, also mention this
paper.—Adv.
kOver 90,000 Japanese make their
homes in Hawaii,
DEATH LURKS IN A WEAK HEART,
so on first symptoms use "Itenovine"
and be cured. Delay and pay the awful
penalty. "Itenovine" is the heart
remedy. Price $1.00 and 50c.—Adv.
. Peking. China, has an-extensive tele-
phone system.
Por fouls In cattle use Hanford's
Cuba Lady Discovers New Remedy
For Croup —You Just Rub it On
Apply Well Over Throat and Chest
Then Cover With a Warm
Flannel Cloth.
Mrs. Ida Ford lives in Cuba. Mo.,
and not on the Island of Cuba, and her
discovery is one that many other Mite,
souri mothers have made since Vick's
Vap-O-Rub was introduced here from
the South last winter. /Cid this dis-
covery is simply this:—that it is no
longer necessary to disturb the deli-
cate little stomachs of the kiddies in
treating cold troubles. But let Mrs.
Ford speak for herself.
"I have tested Vap-O-Rub three
times on my little boy four years old
for croup, and can say I have never
used a medicine of greater value for
this trouble._ It acted almost Imme-
diately. My boy is subject to croup
'and I- have need almost every kind of
medicine one could buy for it, but it
was always about three days and
nights before I could get it checked.
Vick's Vap-O-Rub acted almost imme-
you wish, and I will take pleasure in
answering any inquiries."
Vick's Vap-O-Rub is the inverfAon of
a North Carolina druggist. He found
how to combine Menthol and Camphor
with the volatile oils of Eucalyptus,
Thyme, Cubebs and Juniper in &salve
form, so that. when Vap-O-Rub is ap-
plied externally, the body :heat re-
leases the ingredients in the form of
vapors. These vapors are inhaled
with every breath, through the Or
passages, to the lungs, loosening .,the
phlegm, and, in addition, Vick's is ab-
sorbed through the skin, taking out
the tightness and soreness. This
double action makes Vap-O-Rub useful
for a wide range of troubles. From
inflammations of the air passages,
such as head colds. catarrh, asthma,
sore throat, brorichitie or deep chest
colds, down to inflammations of the
skin, and ttseues, such as burns,
brutes; Stings, piles and itchings. We
particularly recommend it for mothers
with small children, as it can be used
freeT -, with perfect safety, on the
youngest member of the family. Three
sloes, 26e, bec or a1.00. The Nick
Mately You may We. this toiler if Chemical Companv, Greensboro, N. C.














Coughs at Night rzutrzeizimg
For • good lViltV Ind rgellIrdY WOO
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND SYRUP
It Eaglet' the Lunge
It cheats coughing. reheNee chest pains, 1-loarseness. Lo
se of
Voice. Sore Longs, ‘Vheeung and Dinkult Breathing. Good for
children or adults.
Pr4ce 23c, SOe sad SLOG per Denie
eta ow ti or *Is- it rood ow. R.. • .• t1,411 I'm i& Igo* tine, rrnt
set ow withease iseitkeete le I Iva ert. • Plaiget tut tb. heel.
JAIL F. BALLARD, Proprietor
...
IT. L01.1111, MO.
SOLO BY H. P. WEAR
THE MURRAY LEDGER
0. J. JENNINGS EDITOR.
Cuter. at the postofee. M Murray, Kentucky, for transmission through
the inane aieeoond elate =inst.
THIlitSitaY. MARCH 30 10111
"HIGHER THAN HIGIL"
With more than usual pathos,
the esteemed Murray, Ky., Led-
ger, wails •
osia (hist! F.11.1W can't
*.ee half as much nor tiatf sot I nit se
be would like.
Which same agnin reminds us
-of a happy little March "pome"
a contemporary of 0. "Jay"
fennings once unloaded on his
helpless readers which ran thus:
-The devil sends the w ieetut wind'
That blowii our skirts knee ItiA,
hut heaven le Just,
Arid senda the duet.
That flies in tie had man's eye.-
-Dexter, MO., Statesman..
If we didn't want to see mor'n
knee high mind wouldn't be at
all necessary. Ed, ye otter just
Atop over and see how bias'd 
eral assembly passed a bill giving
they're cuttin"em this year. 
to the State Illiteracy Commis-
- _ tlion. of which Mrs. Co-a Wiigljt
While holding court last week t Stewart, Pt' moonlight frolic
in Hopkinsville Judge J. T. Han. fame, is th3 principalist high
giasticutist, a modist appro-
priation of $5,000 per annum for
two years to wipe out illiteracy
in the state. This commission
is sent forth and endowed with
a fly in the sotto or a hair in the
the butter. With liquid refresh-
ments he was not always so
careful. As to "seed," he is an
_expert.  and can tell at a  glance,
without the aid - of a glossary,
the difference botween "punkin"
seed and seed pertaties, and hav-
ing run so many political
"spreaders" of compliments
concerning candidates, he ought
to be—qualified fully, as we
said..—E. P. Crowe, in the Dex-
ter (Mo.) Statesman,
MONEY MADE A DIFFERENCE,
-- --
Men Sent to Jail for lareeny Can Now
Have lest of Lawyers is
Defend 041m.
Papule', Okla.—Luther Huff, who Is
now earring IQ days' sentence in the
Creek county jell for larceny, has re-
tiered word that a bachelor uncle,
named (111111°re, In limed City, N. td..
has died and left him a ranch and
herd of cattle, valued at 431.000,
'When Huff was tried a lawyer had
to be appointed to defend him, but
IIOVI lawyers are flocking to volunteer
their services to get him out of jell
iturs wtto, who kg. lill-9011*" he
went to all, is ready to nee with him
again. and he le already drawing up
a paper to put money In trust tor his
Iloa's education.
NNON BALLS ARE STOLEN
antire Defenses of City of Beloit.
Wis., Are Destroyed by
Vandals.
Wie.—If the United States is
thinking about declaring war. Beloit
wants the powers that be to wait
awhile until the city Is ereeured. The
entire defenses of the city have been
detitroyed by vandals. •
Boys here been using the cannon in
the city park as a Plnee to linty and
the paint has been rubbed The
ammunition--threo cannon balls which
hall h. iii placed in it nice little heap
beside the gun--has been carried away
by souvenir hunters.
Yes, lietolt would be In a terrible
state of unpreparedness right now if
war should no declared.
bery suffered a nervous collapse
and has been confined to. hit
room since. A special judge
was appointed to continue the
court. Judge Hanbery will not
We always believed thatGov.
Stanley was the "meanest'    
thing" in the world and now we
are convinced. The recent gen-
be ab!e to hold the regular term power to give to the brainless
of Calloway curt, which con- brains, to restore the mentally
'venenes the second Mon,day. The halt and lame, heal the idiotic
Capt. Toady Laid is -
Hookinsville, .Ky.,:_lich 21 -
Capt. David A. Tandy, 74 years
old, who died Saturday night at
Dawson Springs, was buried
yesterday morning at Riverside
cemetery in Kopkinsvilles He
was one of Morgan's men in the
civil war and at his request was
buried in hie faded Confederate
uniform and wrapped in an old
army blanket.
State of OtIlt;Teity of Totedo.i
Luca': county
Ledger learns that he will go to sick an
ti d perform divers and sun-
he Is
F. J. g erinems
, In the city of Toledo, county tied I
State aforesaid, and that Said fle111
Will pay the sum of ONE HUN-
DRED DOLLARS- for each and
every case of catarrh that cannot be
Cared by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure. FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscrib-
ed In my presence. this 0th 'day of
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i Service  That Serves 1_........ 
; . The Success of Business iAA
Service is a hobby with us. To
treat everybody fairly--squarely,
is more than a hobby with us; itis a daily practice. : • •
.Merchandiiing is one thing, and
clothes another. Your purchase
does not en;l with the wrapping
up of the goods you buy. We do
not consider the transaction closed until your satis-
faction is assured: • • 
We want your business, not only today,
but tomorrow; this year and next year.
That is why-we-wrap--up Service in Ev—
ery Bundle that -leaves our store. --‘:








torium to remain for some time.li name of Mrs. Cora Wilson I Hales catarrh cure is taken in-
Notary Public.
His many Calloway friends will Stewart. Now comes Gov. Stan- 1 ternally, and acts directly upon the
be pained to learn of his condi-I ley and vetoes section four Of blood and 
mucous surfaces of the 
the bill, which provided for thelion. 
system. send for testimonials free.
_.... payment of all expenses for F. J. CHENEY A 
CO., Toledo, 0.
We got it. A booklet titled,
'Facts About Tennessee,' and
- -*lithe first inside page we read:
"Department of Agriculture, J.
Mc Meloan, Chief Feed, Seed
isnd Fertilizer Inspector. This
eminent Kentucky editor, hum-
orist and statesman has at last
come into his own. Twenty
yearilii- Politics, and on the
tripods ot the varioua dailies, the local option election 200 vat-
-weeklies and semis he has gath- edwet." Nothi
ng so unusual
about that; lots of old wet sis-
-ered experience which peculiar- ters in the world.
ly qualifies him for the duties of
his present position. In all his For croup or sore throat, use
.life, Meloan never fed his face Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil.* Two
without first carefully "irspect- sizes, 2-)c and 50c, at all drug
Eng" the feed to see if there was stores.
publicity features of the meas-
ure, thus robbing the comb of
its honey and the flower of its
odor. Dang him, he's meaner
la skunk.
printing, advertising and other Take Hall's Family PIlle for con-
-4111. • .411.-
Press dispatches from Dubu-
que, Iowa, declare that out of





--co- me to Paducah to do your Spring Shopping.
Your fares will be refunded -to -the extent
of 5 per cent of your entire pur-
chases in town.
Largest stocks in Western Kentucky of Dry
Goods, Ladies and Childrens Ready-to-
Wear Garments and Millinery. Shces
for Men, Women and Children.
Mail orders carefully filled.
Dressu) Week Apnl 3-8,-Tne Week of Fotertaiintent—
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HE BEST SERVICE IN MURRAY:
stipation. _
For Sale.-90 acres best creek
bottom land, 20 acres second bot-
tom; a nice building site above
verflii*; 'Ant/ of board timber
with ash, mulberry and black
walnut to make posts. This land
is on the county road, 2 miles of
railway station and 7 miles to a
good town, and can be bought
for $1,600, which is about what
it cost me; half cash, balance on
long time. The land is worth
more than I am asking for it,
but I need the money to improve
my other land. Ask Mr. Scott,
at the county farm, about it.—J.
M. Willis, Box 161, Wister, Ok.*
Malts Waited.
I will be in Murray Saturday,
April 1, to buy mules from 12 to
16 1.2 hands high and from 4 to
10 years of age. Bring your
mule to Murray Saturday if you




P. A. HART 1++ x
t. Physician and Surason I
s - ------
+ ;
- a Special Attention
X
+ to Diseases of
+
a' EYE, EAR, NOSE and THROAT I
iEves Tested. Glasses Fitted.Murray, Kentucky - It
t
- Epttice Hentetr- - - —' . t
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raham, Miller & Owen
The Young Men's Store.
-
J. T. Hart & Son Stock.
The J. T Hurt & Son stock
that made the last season at
Cherry will be in the care of
Bob Laycock and Errett Grogan
this season. Favorite Cook will
be in charge of Mr. Laycock,
one mile north of Knight on the
Pine Bluff and Shannon road,
and Spanish Lee, the jack, will
b9 i0 charge of Mr. Grogan, 1-4
mile south of New Hope church.
The terms and conditions will be
the same as last year and breed-
ers are urged to investigate
State Senator Seldon G:enn, of '
Eddyville, is being urged by '
friends to become a candidate
for district delegate to the Na-
tional Democratic convention.,
Calloway would be glad to thus I
honor the splendid gentleman '
should he consent to declare for
the place.
ssticientos'enixesed111115 cam% flow! 1All
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For Sale or Exchange. — 3
horse power gasoline engine. —
Buyers read the Ledger ads, E. E. Smith, Harris Grove, Ky.
it IN
these animals before going else- A very strong temperance play that always pleases. At times the
where.-J, T. Hurt & Son. 3304 dience is thrilled with laughter and then it is brought to tears.
Lem W. Roland Stock.
Starlight, Jr., one of the finest
bred jacks in the county, and
Dan Eberlee, fine young saddle
and harne,ss horse, will make the
season of 1916 at my home one
half mile north of Bethel school
house on the same terms and
under the same conditions as
last year. I want all persons
Who have stock ta breed to come
and see these animals before
making a decision. I believe I
have as good as the county af-
fords and once you get a eolt
from either of these animals I
feel that you will;not go else-
where in. the future. Come and
You should see the samples at see them —Lem W. Rowland.
Myer's Studio before having any 3304*
work done. The place, Bray's
old stand ' Woman loves a clear, rosy
-  complexion. Burdock Blood
Bit ters is :plcridid for purifying
the blood, clearing the skin, re•-
storing sound digestion. All
druggists sell it. Price $1.0e.
Stock.—Fine Jersey male will
make the season at 75c, cash, or
$1 time. Duroc pigs for sale, '
males and females.—N. M. Las-
siter, 4 miles east of Murray. 2'
Eczema spreads rapidly; itch-
inst almost drives you mad. For
quick relief, Doan's Ointment is
w recommended. 'Tee at all
Cast of Characters:
Colonel Wayne, Irascible old gentleman
Solomon Davis, A plausible rascal
Matt Davis, His dissolute son
Dr. Medfield, Nina's lover
Pete, Colonel Wayne saucy darkey
Policeman, one of the finest 
Mrs. Wayne, The Colonel's wife 
Nina Wayne, Their daughter 















Colonel Wayne discovered asleep at home; awakened by Pete.
A family quarrel begins; Solomon Davis enters: Colonel Wayne
quarrels with Davis, making him leave; Davis is met by his disso-
lute son who has been sent to collect rents hut failed to collect
from Mrs. Bradford; Davis goes to Mrs. Bradford's home and
makes her move out in the streets.
Act ll
Petegeing to market is robbed—Colonel Wayne enters with
Pete—Pete starts for home and finds his sister and her 'daughter
out in the street.—They are taken to Colonel Wayne's home.—A
family reunion begins.—She relates the story of her life whielt
brings tears to the family. •
Act III
COlonel Wayne at home. Davis enters: arrested fir forgery:
sent to the penitentiary.—Pete at work at Colonel Wayne!s.—The
family enters.—Dr. Medfield asks for Nina; first refused but at
last consented by Colonel Wayne.
At Woodruff Opera House, 7:30 p. m., Friday
Evening, March 31, 1916.
Admission 25 and 15c. .
Given Under the Auspices of MURRAY GRADED SCHOOL
Quartette by Murray's Men's Glee Club: Solo by Mr. 'F. Morris.
stores. Mrs. lsetta 








































































No Alum NO Phosphate
-f- 134/ev liras., went your heel.were and grueery trade. •
that your hardware, ranges
and oil cook stoves, from Huey
Bros.
Myet 's Stu lio is over stocked
on large use k9dak Mims. You
can get them at reduced prices.
A barrel of good, guaranteed
dour as cheap as you ever bought
one in your life. Come and get
pee. —Hood & Fain, wait side.
Z. T. Conner came in the lat.
ter part of the put week to spend
some time with his family after
an extended western trip.
The fourth Moreiey crowd *as
one of the smallest ever in Mur-
ray on March fourth Monday.
The rain and cold kept many
away.
Sorris Cobb and ife, of Cal-
loway county, were in the city
Friday and left for Sikeston,
Mo., to make their home.—May
field Messenger.
Harry Chr.pmance youth sent
to the reform school from this
county some time ago and who
made his escape from the insti-
tution some several weeks ago,
was arrested in Paducah the
past week and was returned to
Murray by leDeputy Sheriff
Langston last week and is now
lodged in the county jail.
Laasiessasase-.6.41-11-1111 is • it OA lp 1,111 •
! LOCAL and PERSONAL
•
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---Bring your hams and shoulders
and get your hats. Same place.
Mrs. Inez Brown Sale.
W. E. hlarberry returned home
Monday night from a Iseveral
weeks' visit to points in Florida.
Jas. V. Wear, editor of the
Advance. La Center, Ky., spent
last Monday with relatives in
this city.
For Rent.—Three large rooms
in Mrs. Donee Curd's house, $6
per month. Possession after
April Lth.- Mrs. Sallie 13. Holt.
Eld. 1'. B. Thompson left the I
first of the week for Campbell, I
Mo., his former hume.-to-be the
guest of relatives for the next
two weeks.-
Bring your chickens and eggs
and get your hats at Vas. Inez
Brown Sale.
Easter is com i why not buy
your Ealatss--bste with eggs and
chickens 'if 'Mrs. Inez Brown
Sale?
Prices and materials right.
courteous clerks and a city trim-
mer to wait on you.—Mrs. Inc z
Brown Sale.
J. 13 Rowland, of Fulton.
spent several days of the 'past
week the guest of relatives in
Calloway county. •- -
John Huie, former Calloway
resident now living near l'adu-
cah, was mixing with old friends
here fourth Monday.
Get a barrel of guaranteed
flour from us at price that will
make hot hi/muttt. a- pleasure.-=-
Hood & Fain, west side.
The ley of harmh physics Is
-Arthur Savage, who ha been is gone People want mild. easy ,11.44,10,0/4.10,v4.1,1,4,14,10,10,50
making his home at Binghamp- laxatives. Doan's Reguleta
ton, Tenn., near Memphis, came have satisfied th,usands. 25c
in the first of the week ;Ind will at ail drug stores. _ - -
Old Rags. —We want 10000
The Gilbert residence proper- pounds of old rags and will pay
ty_just nort of the city limits, $2.00 per hundred for them in
sold Monday under orders of the trade düiIiiour big cut price
sale.— W. L. Baucom, Son St ,„•
Young.
Llst.—Winter lap robe, black te
one side, opposite side red andi
with yellow
possibly locate here again.
circuit court by Master Commis-
sioner Edwards, was purchased
)ri? by Z. T. Conner at $3,500.




ter Co., spent Monday and .Tues• church two weeks ago. Returnday transacting business and
meeting old friends in this city. 
to Will Poyner.
John has the eight counties west Ligon.--This classy and styl-
_— --of the river as his territory and ish black and white Shetland
will devote all his time to the pony stallion will make the pres-- 
duties ofshis new position. ent season at Murray. Terms
on application by inquiring atCalloway county gets a raise Ryan's Clothing Store. Full par-of 5 per cent. on town lots by ticulars next week. —Fletcherthe State Board of Equalization. McKnight, Manager.While this raise is a very 'small'
Mr. W. • A. • Futrell and thfiss
pated, still a flat rate of 20 per
one and is less than was antici-
I Nancy J. Dixon, a popular young
cry,cent. on all property would have, couple cf the Donaldson count,
been more in keeping with right were united in marriage a few
and justice. 
days ago.
The bride is a daugh-
ter of Mr. Ira Dixon and the
.1
•Mrs. Alec Crouch, of the north groom a son of Mr. D. Futrell.—west section of the county, was Cadiz Record.56 years old last Sunday and
Itoabout seventy five of her rela- Wanted.—One of the largest
tives and friends gave her a magazine publishing houses de- 3t
very pleasantsurprise by meet.isires to_ employ an active man or ty
woman in this community to ha-
dance of dinner for all. The 
;ing at her home with an abune
ndle a special plan which has t.
day was pleasantly spent and 
proven unusually profitable. A 31t.
!good opening for right party. IQthe dinner enjoyed by all.  Address with two referoncee—
flia—vy deliveries of tobacco Publisher, Box 155, Times' Sq.
are being made to Murray deal- Sta., New York City. 3302* r
Iffens this week following the rain
of Monday. While the season
was not as good as desired many
of the growers who had tobacco
stripped found it sufficiently in
order to make delivery. Almost
the entire crop of the county has
been sold, but less than fifty per
cent. has been delivered. A
!L.*.
tween urrav and Bethel v•
e!.rush to market will result the
first available opportunity.
J. F. Tidwell, of McCauley,
Texas, spent the past week in
the county the guest of his par-
ents and other relatives on the
west side. It is his first visit
home in about three' years and
he reports prosperous conditions
in his section of the Lone Star
state the past two or three years.
Mr. Tidwell returned home Thu-
rsday of this week.
as
You don't have to wear
"misfit" clothing, neither
do you have to pay a
premium to get the kind
that fit "right."
A call and a very few
minutes of your time will
prove it, the test Is invit-
ed, without any obliga-
tion to buy._















Buy the Genuine George Delker Buggy
_--The Buggy that -has aiteputatica---behind it.
The Buggy that gives the best .satisfaction of
any ever sold in Calloway county. Prices right.
Best -qualiy of_Kelly Springfield Rubber carefully
put on all our buggies. _Neat line of good qual-
ity Harness. We also have other brands of
buggies. We want your trade.
OTHER S
Results—Ledger ads—try one
Hardware, ranges and oil
stoves for sale by Bucy Bros. ,
R. C. Whitnell, of Fulton, was I
the guest of his brother, W. L.
Whitnell, the first of the week. ,
Wanted.—White girl to live
with aged couple as one of thel
family. — D. C. Clark, Lynn
Grove, Ky. 3232*
Good biscuits, butter and hon-
ey or molasses. Yum, yum, yum.
A barrel of guaranteed flour aw-
fully cheap.—Hood & Fain, west
side.
--The Murray district sc.'ool
board will meet Tuesday night
April 11, for the purpose of elec-
ting teachers for the ensuing
year. All applications for posi-
tions must be in the hands of
the secretary of the board, Mr.
J. D. Sexton, on or before that
date.
Graham, Miller & Owen, the
a progressive clothing firm, call
attention to their line of season-
al able merchandise in an an-
nouncement published in this is-a sue of the Ledger. This firm is MEZI3=CE33=CH3C=43C1013=XE033CEIX=4successor to J. L. Martin and
MUSTANG and automobile week."the week of April 3-8 as "springdress-up
Patlucah is going to observe
Of course the fellow with the
wicked eye will naturally con-
clude that by attending he'll see
the dress-up a little higher in
Paducah. A full page announce-
ment of the affair is published
in the Ledger this week, giving




Stops Pain At Once
For Man and Beast
25c. 50c. $1. At All Dealers.
ENT
E. D. Miller, of Hazel, former
popular druggist'of-this city,
has accepted a position as trav-
eling salesman with the John T.
Milliken Co., of St. Louis, one
of the largest drug and sundry
houses in the middle west. Mr.
Miller is thoroughly acquainted
with the line and will prove a
success in the business. His
many friends in this county wish
him all the good things possible.
Mrs. Ruth Caldwell Wafter-
field, wife of Dr. A. P. Wafter-
field, died at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. H. 0. Head, Jr.,
south of Union City, on Monday
evening at 7:30, March 20, 1916,
after an illness of several week'
resulting from rheumatism, with
which she had been an invalid
practically for three or four
years.—Union City, Tenn., Com-
mercial.
+$4;.:+$1+;.1-4X+Mill410+111+NNA:+%+Ss
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PREPAREDNESS 
Much Talked About Nowadays. We Are Ready. Are You?
Now is the time to buy Screen Wire,
Screen Doors, etc, Buy now.
DON'T WAIT.
The Price is Now Right. - Don't Know About Later.'
Hughes & Irvan Lumber
ateXt443aVatbra42CSO3te 4-1)..441mote4-4-S?-.•* •:• •;-•:##-•;-•-;,•••;••:•-•.....*-E.:#1.*:-,:e•io:•' I
have a splendid line of goods
and invite your inspection be-
fore making a spring purchase.
Mrs. Bulah Staples died Tues-
day night of this week at her
home a few miles north of Kirk-
sey following child birth. Mrs.
Staples was about 25 years of
age and was a daughter of W.
W. Youngblood. She was a
splendid and popular young %ro-
man and her death is mourned
by many relatives and friends.
Harry Patterson, who has been
connected with the local office of
the N. C. & St. L Railway Com-
pany for the past several years,
has been promoted to assistant
to the time keeper in the Padu-
cah office. Mr. Patterson is one
of the most capable young men
ever reared in the city and has
many 'friends here to extend
congratulations upon 'his promo-
tion..aod who wish.for hj
ry success possible.
•
They want your hams, shOul-
ders, jowls and sides at Bucy
Bros. Mrs. Inez Brown Sale.
To Dealers: Buy it at Home
New Murray Bottling Works
Manufacturers of
Mint Cola and High Grade Soda Water
OUR GUARANTEE: None Better, Sanitary, De-
licious and Refreshing.
We are prepared to furnish Merchants, Ice Cream
Suppers, Picnics, Etc.
Call and see us. Our plant is located 411 the base-
ment of the Morris Bldg., west side court sqltare.
Can you mail your chickens or
eggs to mail order houses and
get your hats? No. But you can




MURRAY BOTTLING COMPANY ,
SCOTT BROS. Props.














ASKS FOR MIUTIA AID
Sheriff At El Paso Requests Texas
Governor For Protection On Fron-
tier-Federal Officials Object.
El Paso, Texas.-Evidence of the se-
riousness with which El Paso author-
ities regard the border situation has
been supplied in an announcement by
Sheriff Edwards that tie had telegraph-
ed Gov. Ferguson that he believed
Texas National Guard troops should
be sent to the frontier.
Sheriff Edwards said he "did not
wish to be considered an alarmist."_
but that developments in Mexico con-
vinced him that additional protection
was needed along the border. His ac-
tion, taken stitisequ-etit- to that of the_
Arizona authorities in directing that
the border companies of national
STEAMER SUSHI
HIT BY TORPEDO




Loss Of Life May Be Greater Than
Was First Reported-rive Amer-
ieene_Aes Aremsfireita-
Missing.
London.-Although there le ptill
some uneertainty as, to the loss of life
in the disaster to the (-roam channel
steamer Sussex, there no longer ha
any doubt that the dust it list Is much
larger than the early advises indisat•
ed. The latest figures compiled in
laindon show, as mane as 102 persons
missing, including five Americans.
The Sussex bad 436 persons aboard.
of whom the following have been tic-
coUnted-fefistAllfied-Iit Dover, U.:
landed at Iloulogne, 250; dead at Bo
li 
u-
logne. 9; dead at Dover, -
The list of missing may be slightly
diminished by the fact that some of
the pammengers who landed continlied
their journey without reporting their
safet y.
The casualties occurred in two ways
--mat, in the explosion when the ship
was struck, and see-end, by drowning
when two lifeboats capsized.
Capt. Mouffet. together with several
of the officers .and a number of the
passengers, asserts that the ship un-
doubtedly was torpedoed. Most of
these witnesses declare they saw, the
torpedo when it was a distance of
about 100 yards. Unfortunately they
say there' was not time enough to
avoid it, although the captain made an
attempt to save his vessel by a quick
maneuver.
VILLA ELUDES PURSUERS
Bandit Extricates Himself From Dan.
Won and Goes -
Weather Petards_ Ae_anes.
rt Antonio; Tee
-Wits has escaped fr_nn the *Mexican
troops that had checked him near Na.
miquIpa, and three columns of Amer-
ican cavalry are pursuing him. Al-
ready they are almost :60 miles south
of the boller, and unless Mexican
forces bring the elusive bandit to an-
other stand this distance wIllte-gfeat-
ly increased.
Villa's success extricating _him-
self from the dangerous position into
which he had been driven by the Amer
lean punitive force was related in a
detailed report of Geu. Pershing that
reached Gen. Funston, Gen. Funston
forwarded the report to Washington
without making public any but the es-
sential features.
Col. Dodd is commanding the ad-
vanced columns that are riding hard
-after Villa and his men, and Gen.
Pershing has divided his forces so as
to provide supporting -columns along
the thinly stretched lines of commun-
ications from his most advanced base
at E Valle. From E Valle another
line is being maintained bat k to Cases
Grandes, from where communication
'With the border is maintained.
Pershing himself is somewhere south
of Vases Grande,: directing the work
a
guard of that state be recruited to full of holding together his forces and di-
et-re-wits. -gave -renewed -feree-Le- -the reeting 415 lar-eas_ possible  the- opera.
tension which once before had shown
signs of relaxing.
There is a sharp difference in the
point of view between federal and lo-
cal authorities  here. The first insist
that while the situation is filled with
dangerous possibilities, there is no
reason to fear any immediate crisis.
!Local authorities are positive there is
grave danger of an outbreak that will
set the border ablaze.
Two companies of the Seventh In-
fantry were ordered to report to - po-
lice headquarters. Information as to
the reason for the order was refused.
The federal officials are showing in-
,creasing irritation over alarming re .
ports circulated here ,night and day Del Rio, Texas, Is Alarmed
and which are being sent out in nets I can Trosps Massing.
idispatches. They fear the effect these Del Rio. Tex----liter-eased uneasiness
! reports will have on the Mexicans, was felt hi' this section when it was
learned that nearly 1,000 Mexican sol
diers had congregated; at a dozen
places within thirty miles of the bor.
der., In Las Vacas, opposite here, it 'Is
claimed the troops are Carranzaistas.
Three hundred soldiers of the Then
ty-fourth Infantry have arrived here
for a permanent patrol.
tions of Col. Dodd. Cavalry is being
used along the tines communicating
with El Valle, where a detachment of
Infantry is stationed.
Three aeroplanes are at El yalle
and will be used in scouting as soon
as the high winds that have been
sweeping subside, and which, accord-
ing to (len. Pershing. have made ef-
fective assistance by them Impossible.
Of the eight machines that went into
Mexico. two are still out of commis-
sion. They were-damaged in the flights
from, Columbus to Casas Grandes.
who have shown. many signs in the
last few (treys of increasing restless
nest.-
Consul Edwards at Jearez and
American resident in the Mexican
town. has telegraphed the state de-
partment protesting against the cir-
culation of these reports and asking
that they be stopped. It is understood
similar messages have been sent to
Washington from other federal offi-
cers with a direct recommendation
that a censorship bs established here.
Motile-Truces To Mexico,
• Chicago-Three trains hearing au.
tomobile trucks and water supply
wagons trace -passed through here on
their way to El Paso for service along
the Mexican front The three trainn
catre  motor trucks and 16 trailer
waler wagons. - • •
• Refuse To Digarm.
‘'aehington-Te-ThsPetitente alpegt re-
piyIrig individually to SCir.eiary•
eatioa-iorAielf-.Airtorina meta
-sr all nert:hant in effect,

















was prapared by Mrs.
fslarian Cole Fisher
and Miss Pansy
Bowen, both of whom
are known through-
out the United States
as experts in Do-
mestic Science work.
This Wilson - Galt
Wedding Cake was
worthy of the OCC/-
lion in every respect.
Calumet Baking











sively in all their work .
Received Highest Award World's
Pure Food Exposition, Chicano;
Paris Exposition, France, March,
1912.
BIG WAR BRIBES ON RECORD
TentntIng Offers Made to Command-
ing OfficeraThat Have Been
. Occasionally Accepted._ .
The biggest war in history has been
responsible for some of the biggest
bribes in history. Germany. for in-
stance,, gave Turkey R10,000,000 in
hard cash and the promise of huge
territorial pinileasiotiitl• camtig Id
on her side. We offered to make over
Cyprus to- Greece 11 she would side
with us; but the bribe, apparently,
was not considered big enough. lean-
don Tit-Bits says.
Toward the end of the Russo-Jap-
anese war it was freely asserted that
General Stoessel was bribed into sur-
rendering Port Arthur. The accusa-
tion sounds ridiculous enough on the
face of it. Yet-it must not be forgot-
ten that the same thing was said about
Marshal Bazaine's surrender of the
fortress of Metz in the war of 1870-71.
The unhappy officer was put upon his
trial and a lot of evidence bearing
upon the matter was brought forward,
the actual amount paid over as a bribe
by the German intelligence officer who
engineered the deal being put at no
less a sum than £210,000.
Bazaine was found guilty and sen-
tenced te death, but he was never ex-
ecuted, and investigation undertaken
long afterward would seem to show
that he was the victim of a miscar-
riage of justice. There is no doubt.
though, about the surrender of Selo to
the Turks in 1822 for a bribe of £170.-
000-a colossal c-ime. and one that
war directly responsible for one of the
most frightful massacres recorded in
modern testory.
U. S. TROOPS ARE
ATTACKED BY PEONS
UNOFFICIAL REPORT SAYS DI.
TACHMENT Fit= INTO AND
SIX WOUNDED.
RIFLE FIRE IS RETURNED
Report Says That Csrranza Soldiers
Aid M•alcans In Attack---Carranaa
Officer Refuses Aid to Wound'
id Americans.
El Paso, Texas.-- A detachment of
United States troops have beeu at
tacked untetilectedls by ah•lican pe
ens, said to have been aided by Car.
'Inuit soldiers, at El Valle. Six Amer
leatim were, wounded. The Me as ra
turned by the Americans. Several
Mexicans Were killed and eight ate re
ported to have been wounded
The report of 'the ongigement Was
brought here by en °Mini of the Mex
lean -Northwestern Railroad, eche
from Calmat Grandee. He reeeired-his
information from Guy Taylor, the Mor.
moo sut who led CO1.---0-irmite A:
recue expedition ' to Colonla
Dublan.
No official report of the fighting has
been made public-, and an effort I.' gel
official confirmation has been unavail.
ins. The w. untied Americans are said
to have been brought -bark to Colonia
Dublan, Gen. Pershing's headquarters.
El -Valle ts approximately 60 miles
southeast of Cases Grandes. _
The, same authority reported that
the two colored troopers injured in the
railroad accident between ( umbre and
Chica Station were refused aid by the
'carranza officers. A few hours after
the accident Gen, .iletani is said to
have Passed with military -Irarin en
route for Colonia Dublan. The injured
men asked permission of the Carranza
officer to ride back to the base hos-
pital. which was denied them.
Ffom last accounts the- hiju 
trooper's, after suffering the tortures
of thirst, in addition to pain front their
wounds, were reached by an ambu-
lances toms rescust414411:fentT_
br pght back to Colonia Dublan.
TOO SEVERE A PUNISHMENT
BELIEVE VILLAAS—LOCATEIr
Army Offhiers at Port Bliss Say Battle
With Bandit le impending
at El Oso.
El Paso.-Information regarding the
impending battle at El Ob0 is being_
expectantly awaited by Consul Garcia
and Gen. Gavin at Juarez. Brig.-Gen.
Bell at Yon VIII has been without
infortnatiorr regarding Gen. Pershing's
forces, whose strategic moves to the
-Clithuahea district have been cloaked
in strict silence. For several days
Gen. Pershing has made no report re-
garding his movements to his supe-
riors.
At Fort Bliss the report that Villa
had been definitely located at El Otto
was generally credited. It was point-
ed out, however, that this did not nec-
essarily indicate the bandit's early
capture, as the chsrarter of the coun-
try would aid him in escaping if he
wished to break up his command.
At Fort Bliss there is a disposition
to believe that Gen. Herrera has not
joined Villa, but that he has had some
sort of: rupture_with_ the C-arranzistas
regarding the entrance of American
troops into Mexico. GensBell is hold-
ing daily meetings with Nfixican Con-
siT to-drscuss the SITUsatio5.
Troop Movements are going on on
both sides of the border, it was learn-
ed, but it was authoritatively stated
-that Only minor assignments' are sets
cerned.
Fifty-fonr additional- Motor trucks
have arrived here to be sent to Co-
lumbus for the use of the expedition-
ary forces. New consignments of cav-
alry mounts have also reached Fort
Bliss,
—LtQOitliRE Citts GROUND:  
Tramp Objected to So Long a Sojourn
in a Town That Shall Re-
main Nameless.
•
, was promptly amptt_d _and arraigned
• before the justice of the peace.
After hearing the evidence the mag-
istrate put on his sternest ,Jook and
said: "It appears from the testimony
presented Isere that you are a vagrant
without visible means of support. In
order that you may nbt become a
charge upon the taxpayers of a re-
spectable community I sentence you to
leave this town in three balers."
"Aw Judge." pleaded the tramp.
with a- look of abject terror on his
!ace, have a heart, won't yer? I
'didn't do nuthin hut ask a guy fer a
nickel. Please don't make me stay in
dis burg all dat time Make it three
minutes, Judge. can't yer?"
sr-. aia.
A certain town-not the one you live
in, dear reader, but it's nearest and
dearest rival-was noted for being
dead slow. There was no amusement
in thc place, not even so  much as a
moving-picture show, and everybody
went to bed at nine o'clock every night
because there__ was no other place to
One day a tramp was caught beg-
ging in the Streets of this town and
Nolte Prosequi.
Rastus had caught Seintro red hand-
ed. "Ah'm gwine hab yo' arrested
•foh stealin' mah chickens. yo' Sambo
‘Vashin'ton-dat's jess what ah'm
to do," said Ratites. _
"Go ahead, niggale" retorted Samba
"Go ahead and hat, me arrested. Ah'll





-were- you -a 'extreitiely
polite to that old man? Is he a rich
- - the alohey osa
Jack -Sh-b-h. That is my prrspece I 
i was Wien is ,I,e
thve father-in law. • ony, have been oreeled.
ARMY BILL PASSES HOUSE
Veto For Hay Measure Was 402 is
Makes Peace Iltresigth of Regular
Force 140,000 Men.
Washington Th. Flay army be
crease bill, providing for a regular
army peace streugth of 140,000 light-
ing men instead cit tho present 100,000,
has passed the liOnse by a vot• of 402
to 2. It goes to the Senate for itninedi
ate consideration virtually as drafted
by the Houma committee.
The negative voters were cast by
Iti•presentative Britten, Republican, of
Illinois, and London, Seelaliet. of New
York. Mr. Pritten opposed the bill
becaume he favored a still further in
creeps in the army, and Mr. Loudon
because he havered no increaset,
The hill is the ast uf the great zuP
I tonal prepareduess measures urged
by Pretrident Wilson to paste either
Muse. although. various related wee*
area lieve been approved. It was final-
ly adopted only after Representative
Kahn. ranking Republican member of
the military commit (tie', had attain met
defeat, title time 21.1 to ID I, in his ef .
fort to increase the autItoriged
strength iif the regulars to 230,000.
llesidem providing for 140,000 enlist-
ed 101,0 Us the peace strength of the
stunding army, exclusive of officers,
in4a1 niut estaxteatuaster-eurps and
Unassigned recruits, the bill, as pass..
ed by the House, provides for the
building up of a forc-r- rit 425.0,10 fed-
eralized national guardsmen within Ova
years.. It provides for an officers re-
serve corps of 60,000, for a complete
industrial reserve and for new recruit-
ing systems for both the regular army
amid the ,national guard. •
It also ettintaltis an authorisation for
summer training camps, frstn which St.
third force of federal volunteers is ex-
pected to grow, and provides that nie
tional guardsmen who will receive the
benefits of the militia pity feature of
the bill shall be subject to immediate
draft tutu- tho -federal service- la-war
time.
The only other important amend'
meat carried by a -vote of 224 to 120,
despite his opposition, was that still(
ing'out the entire section which pro
posed to have the government embark
Into a nitrogen manufacture 'project,
1F11 Ich aroused - opposition On the
ground that it itivolved immense es•
penditures in conjunction with private
enterprise.
aniendritene-by-Representati
Good. Republican, of lqya. provides
at vff any liegijitit inanufac
--to-niakii
ernment_the plant may be taken for
the public. It was adopted.
The Gardner amendment, under
which enlisted men may be furloughed
to the reserves at the end of two years
If their commanding officers approve
was alopted--204-1-6 198.
---
French Well Adopt Reprisals Against
the German Forces..
Paris.-Liquid fire has been the
means by which the Germans gained
the 'Portions of trenches 'mentioned in
recent- official communications. sayr
the Journal des Debats; and the mili-
tary committee of the Chamber of
Deputies is 'inquiring into methods for
Mr protection of French troops against
Such fire attacks and the use of a sista
lar weapon in reprisal.
ts "One- can esaily understand." says
the newspaper. ''the superiority ef this
terrible arm over the bayonet. It gives
to the -attack the power and cruelty to
which our communications. are bear-
ing witness." •
The newspaper adds that Prance
should pay the -Germans in their -own
coin.
Gunboat Sails For Mexico,
New Orleans, • La-'he United
States gunboat Wheeling has sailed
from nere for Southern Mexico. It
was stated the gunb'oat's distination
was Carmen. state of Campeche.
'
•
Clubs For Swiss Soldier'.
Berne. SwItzerlani! -The George
Washington, Abratlitm Lincoln' and
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CONGREGATE ON BORDER.
By Meet-
Cole Younger Is Dead.
Lees Summit. Mo -Cole Younger.
famous outlaw of border days, died at
his home here, after a lingering ill-
ness. He was 72.
Cavalryman Found Wounded.
Douglas, Ariz.-Trooper Cuttle of the
First United States cavalry, who was
found in a box car at Rodeo; N. M.,
with a ballet woupd in his head, is still
tracturielous,_ with his  chant-es of re-
'covery doubtful. Army officers have
been unable to find out how Cuttle
welyouncled. Neither do• they under"
sand what he wati- dising In the tnixts
-Car at-Itedete, which,  isn
east on the New MexTb-Arizonaa bor-
-der.
EAST NASHVILLE BURNED
Thirty-five Residents Blahs In Teti
nesse, Capital Wiped Out-lists
Troops Are Put On Guard.
Nashville -•A email ball of yarn,
lighted and thrown by at boy into dry
grass in a vateant let started ,a ton
Migration In Nashville at noon March
22 altich was not under control until
after 35 residence blocks had been
swept by the fire. The loss is esti-
mated at 111,5iiii,000
A twisting, coiling wind, driving at
50 miles an hour, farmed the burning
arsaa late-a torrent of flames., which,
quickly caught a planing mill and leap-
ed from building to Minding until at
least 600 realdence• hail been destroy-
ed. the Last Naithaille rub_pestefflee
burned down, the big Warner Pubili
School In ruins and mrveral t•hurcheA
gutted it is estIntated Gist at least
1.000 persons are home!~ as at result
of the tire.
One hundred members Of the nation-
al guard of Tennessee, called out by
Gov. Rye, went on duty in the fire
zone, and will remain there for severid
clays tir aid in relief work and prevent
loot Ins.
A cull was Mao is•ued for citiv.en
guards and Al Mynah patrol of Nash-
ville' Shriner. volunteered at once
They are on watch -eo'opera,iing with.
the national guardsmi it.
- One negro is known to be dead as,
the me, and ft reported
that other persons acre also killed.
These reports could not be verified, but
a search for bodies will be made. A
number of persons were injured.
Telegraphic appeals for help were
ttentstss. a alim-her -of *Outlier-se eitime
but no. engines could get here hrlimat
to help fight the-fire,
The city was stirred to Its depths-:-
The flag on the state capitol building
was at half mast. hundreds of citi-
zens were offering free accommoda•
lions in their homes for the homeless.
The commercial- organizations au
nounced that they would remain open
to relieve the !stricken people, see that
they secured plaice to sleep and foot,
and clothing, and blankets and cols.
The state loaned Se0 tents and blanks_
et s. -
A relief fund of voluntary contribu
lions has been started. .
AUGUSTA, GAAOSS15,000,000
a meT-Artintrily-trItgrr-Wttni--4hienr-
mese Section and Mpny Res-
Augusta, Ca -Fire whipped into a
conflagration by a high wind has
caused damage estimated at from $5,-
00,000 to 8S,o00,000, in the heart of
Augusta's business district and:the ad.
joining residence district. Firemen
were unable to say when the flames
.cfauld-be con t rolledy-hat-exereased-lbel
hope that owing to the smaller build-
ings now in its path the fire would
respond to efforts to quench it.
No lives were reported lost. but Sev-
eral hundred persons were homeless,
as the flames cut swath through 20
to 25 city blocks.
The flames started at G o'clock in
the evening in a store on Broad street,
and the high winds that have swept
over the southeast fanned it into fury
until local fire-fighting apparatus was
helpless. Several cities responded tos
calls for aid and rushed fire-fighting
equipment here about midnight.
There were scores of narrow escapea
from death as the flames leaped trim
one building to another in the business
district._ A number of persons re-
ceived severe injuries, particularly
firemen who were burned by failing
embers, and had to be taken to hos-
pitals.- A .dozen girls escaped down
taddera frorrettrellyer 
The first block to go was that on
Broad street. in the block east of Jack.
son. Here •ere located the principal
office buildings of Augusta, including
the partly completed Empire Life
building, the 10-story Augusta ('hron-
isle building. the five-story Dyer build-
ing, and the store in the rear of which
the fire started from an unknown
causes the Union Savings Bank build-
ing, the Herald building and others.
In alL several score office and busi-
ness structures were destroyed be
tween Bread street and the Savannahi
river, which lies north of Augusta. In
the residence section ,t was estimated
that 500 houses were burned. In "Cot-
ton Row" 15,000 bales..of,cotton were
food for the flames, Steins valued at
4750.000.
Augusta Plans To Rebuild.
Augusta. a- Having perfected the
plans for the immediate needs of the
destitute, Augustans have begun to
discuss plans for rebuilding the burn-
ed district. An optimistic spirit pre-
vails among the business men and
work will go forward as soon as the
insurance has been adjusted. Mem-
bers of the special relief committee
of 15 continued to receive contribu-




itsaiase maru, long overdue, has been
'TelSted as missing at isforps. She left
-Portland. Ores Nov. S. With wheat ,for
the United Kingdom, and was last re
polled leaving Singapore. Dec. SO,
• .
'
t • • . '
Flood In Utah. •
Ogden. Utah-Melting anew, -aug..
tnenteIe4 n$1.2-boue rain, horned Og-
den 44V4fr Into ts ragIna torrent; taking'
• _ .41,44; iNfrit
their homes wed ifteitilig Mikis
ot acres.
m.-s. Paralee Frazier, of Long-
I
view, Tex., who had been in bad
health for two years, writes this
heartfelt letter in behalf of this
1
great preparation for women.
"there taken • few bottles of STELLA
VITAE and am now almost well from •
long siege of sickness. I cannot say too
I
much for this wonderful medicine. I had
taken other female mad ieines for tyro years
with no 'mod results. I sun truly grateful
for the good Stella Vitae haadone for me."
MRS. PARALEE FRAZIER.
II STELLA VITAE is guaranteed., If you are not benefited with the
first bottle, your money back if
you want it. Do not delay. Begin
taking it now. At your dealers'
in $1 bottles.




Carried Safely Through Change
of Life by Lydia E. Puikhmin'a
Vegetable Compcund.
' Nashville,Tenn.-"When I was going
through the Change of Life I had a tu-
olppol.minioll ntor as large as a
doctor said it was
three years coming
child's head. The
and gave me rriedi-
I
1111 cfne for it until I
was called away
from the city for
pool ... . , qui   out. time-. Of
course I could not .
to him then, so
'y sister in law told
o that she thought
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound would cure it. It helped both
the Change of Lifer and du, tumor and
when I got home I fed not nett! the doefgor.
I took the Pinkham remedies until the
tumor was gone, the doctor said. and I
have not felt it since. I tell every ono
how I was cured. If thin letter will
help others you are welcome to use it."
-Mrs. F. II. BEAN, =Joseph Avenue,
islashville, Tenn.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Niegiftibte *Cobs-
pound, a pure remedy containing tho
_extractive properties 94 good old fash-
ioned roots and herbs, Meets the needs
of woman' a system at tlils critical period
of her life. Try it.
If there Natty symptom in your
ease which puzzles you, write to
the Lydia E. l'inklallMa Medicine
Co., Lynn, lifuse. -
•
Where ignorance is Bliss.
*-"ls there any-thing Payne doesn't
know?"
"If there is, he doemn't know It.''
ALLEN'S Is0(1T-EASEI FUR THE
- - --
Many War zone memento have ordered-
A lien•• Pont- MaseeWho itntiseptie powder,
for- irse among the troops'. shaken It
tile shoes and used in the foot-bath.
Allen's Foot-Muse gives rest and comfort
and makes walking a delight. 891d es cry-
where, 25e. Try it today. Adv.
Prank A. N'enderlip, president of the
National City bank in New York city,
is a machinist by trade.
WOMAN'S CROWNING GLORY
is her hair. If yours is streaked with
ugly, grizzly, gray hairs. use "La Cre- .
Die" Hair-ptetving !LA_
the natural way. Price $1.00.-Adv.
Adam- s --it--parWRIV Riven- to htm--ter
remind him of the time wht•n he got








In your loco:ay. Big proposition,
good pay Experience unneces-
sary Earn $5.00 to $1500 per
day in a pleasant and dign,fied
manner without interfering with
your present business or occum•
lion This is a great opportunity
for alive wire Write (Jr particsiO
Ian. Address
The Fashisn Tailors of Chicago
327-329 S. Fraaidis Si.. Ciissso, U.
Maker* of high grade in/We-
t 0 melts ti re clothing for
PrICOM *IS 00 and up.
SAVE YOUR MONEY." -
One Nov of Totes Pills e many dollars In dec.
tore A remedy for diseases of the
sick headache. 4, *perste. constipation and
biliousness, a million people endorse
Tuft's Pills
Agents Attention!
We Tarnish Ton goods that sell every day in the
year, in any nelgho..rhood. to every man or woman.
white or colored. Ybls Is tbe chance of • lifetime se
get ins businnaa where even an onesperleneed per•
sou ea= oxalis 555 day handling our goods and we
positively refond your money for all goods son do
but sell. Seed stamped envelope for full particular&
AIM( SI A NU I-At:TURING COMPANY
634 Malin Street Richmond, Vs.




A Pix! GENERAL STRENGTHLNING TONIC
GALLSTONES
peratit.o• 1. '
FREEIt•s•it rnIftb and tailas_L
Rogairee..Brati:4141%.5 ti Cheap
. •
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115 00 and up.
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dollar, In doc.
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...Artie Small la Visittn' His Wife at th' tiorn• o' Hee Mother."
By KIN HUBBARD.
Miss Fawn Lippincut appeared be-
fore tle Sink an' Mop club last night,
at th' home o' Rev. \alley Tenger, an'
gave br new lecture. entitled. "Tit'
Value o' tie Mother in th Home." Corn-
Inentin' on th' growin' tendency t'
dawdle at th' dinner table after th'
business' a' eatin' ts out-e'AV way,
th' speaker said: "Next t' th' odor o'
a horse burning up nothin' makes mu
as Nick tie eigurette- teseeke,"
Gems From Miss LIppIncut's Addrelle-
Pekin' an' teasin• a ftleken cro-
quette before beet' lot' it shows a lack
breedIn'. If you are afraid it's a
sycamore ball leave it alone.
- •I •. _
Men)* guests who lack th' ability t'
enter int' after-dinner repartee kill th'
time by markin' or otherwise disfig-
urin. th' loaf sugar.
• • •
No matter how chnrmite a hostess
may be, she secretly resents it.
• _•__ • • - :
one th' latest styles In four-flush-
In' s t' pretend t' be interested in tit'
Income tax.
• • •
Peas may be carried safely t' th'
mouth on a knife that has been in th'
sorghum.
• • •
Celery may be eaten at th' climax
of a funny story.
• • •
Its better l'-be able t' appreciate
th' things you can't buy than It la t'
btrriti. things you can't arrrtdate7
• • •
 leS9180... th' stle-tashLoned.
girl who made a companion a' her
mother an' took Chances on fate send-
in' tier a tall, dark. romanticlookin'
lover with a silky mustache?
• • •
If we could see ourselves go by,




An expedition is butte fitted nut t
rescue (Mee Craw, who traded his
hardware store for a grapefruit ranch
in  -Fluritly, last fafl.
Artie Small is visitin' his wife in
th' home o• her mother.
Mr. Bent Bib has returned from •
business trip thro' southern Indlanny,
an' reports th' roads in deplorable con-
dition. °win' t.' th" inclement weather
an' th' uncertainty o' th' administra-
tion trust policy, Mr. Rib will discon-
tinue umbreller mendin' until spring.
Constable Newt Plum In explainin•
th' provisions an evasions o' th' Income
tax t' th' Commercial club last night.
said: "Money loaned t' friends may be
regarded altioncollectable an' deduct-
ed Trom your income as unavoidable
overhangin' expenses. T-h' feller with-
out any visible means o' support will
have his taxes deducted at th' source
just th' same as th' feller who looks
like a million dollars. When a farmer
an' his wife live t'gether they shall
be allowed jointly a total exemption o'
$4,000 o' th' egg money an' $500 ad-
ditional fer each son unless they're in
th' reg'iar army,"
Miss Maxie Bud has dedded t' retain
her position in th' Palace Bazaar till
IlliY, *hen paradre
feather.
.1.1nele ARIL atagee- died at ,A4' Ivor
.farm Friday after inveigle' his fifth
ran opener.
Destiny Versus th' Rules o' Success
6Ther's Many Fer Pleasanter R9utes t' Eternity Than by
Success."
Elmer Jones, who traded his farm
fer stock in a Idaho gold mine, is
• clerkin' in a Oklahomy hardware store
and writes t' have tte Banner sent t'
his new address.
A second trial has been denied El-
mer Peters an' he'll begin his sentence
th' last o' th' current week.
Lester Billings is still at large.
Pogue Spry dropped in on his moth-
er t'day. He is not doin' anything
now, but has several things in view.
When a feller picks up an ole home
paper an' sees what become o' th'
* boys he used t' know it sorter con-
vinces him that a feller is gran' t' be
jest what he's goin' t' be in spite o'
opportunity, environment an' ever'-
thing else. Elmer Jones wuz allus
goin' t' be a locomotive engineer, but
I guess he's hit his gall All I kin re-
member about Elmer Peters is that
he wuz in college most o' th' time.
Lester Billings worked in a bank an'
had a good mother, an' dashin' Pogue
Spry wuz a natural born actor.
.10 In ever' city ther's an ole boy from
home. Some have succeeded an' some
are entire on, but th' great bulk is
struggling fer a foothold on th' rung
o' existence. We all start out an'
drift along an' finish accordin' t' pro-
gram. Our destinies seem t' be
mapped out, an' we succeed or fail
regardless o' all th' rules o' success.
It's amusin' t' read th' recipes fer
gittin' t' th' front that fill th' maga-
zines an' papers these days. How t'
forge ahead, how t' take th' hurdles
o' life. how t' tunnel thro' ever' dif-
ficulty. how t' reach th' golden valley
ahead. We read:
He who lays off is lost."
"Do it now."
"Pleasure never ytt paid a divi-
dend."
"A rollIn' stone sees lots o' scenery
but it's th' sturdy rock URA wits th'
goods."
"There nothire in all nature that's
as interestin' as a growing bank so.
OciUnt."-1 .
; an' then !go t' it.
Heed not th' feeble Yokeq ar those
. who have tried an' got cold feet."
"Sit down an' wait an' be too late."





"It's th' feller who's alius in that
gits th' opportunities."
"Do it yourself an' git th' pelf."
"Evernhing comes t' him who
works."
"There's never any quarrel over th'
will o' th' feller who mixed pleasure
with business."
"Thera§ no gold links along th' road
t' success."
"Our best dancers are numbered
among th' failures o' life."
"Th' only time a loafer is
when they take th' census."
"Work with a will."
"Keep everlastinly at a thing till
success crowns your efforts."
An' then what? Weak from money-
gittin', brutalized by crushin' th' little
feller, round-shouldered by competi-
tion, pinched an' wan thro' loss o'
sleep, bald thro' worry, wasted thro'
lack o' nourishment, sour thro' lack o'
pleasant companionship, nervous thro'
fear o' a declinin' market you lay on
a white cot in a sanitarium an' nib-
ble a sody cracker an' chuckle feebly
o'er th' failures o' others, while a
quartet o' smilin' specialists meet
outside your door an' give you up,
Ther's many fer pleasanter routes
t' eternity than by the way o' th' road
t' success.
(Protected by Adams Newspaper Service.)
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WILL KEEP CONTROL
Way o' th' Road t'
President Wilson and Democratic
House Sure,
Representative Dor:emus, Fresh From
Travel Throughout the Country,
Tells of the Sentiment
of the People.
Prediction that President Wilson
and a Dem. mettle house will be re-
turned by the people at the November
elections is made in a statement made
public by Representative F. E. Dore-
mus, chairman of the Democratic con-
eresaional conapalen eamisittee. -
mingling among the people of the
country can do nothing but develop
this (minter*, he says. Following is the
statement:
"In certain Inspired quarters sedu-
lous attempts are being made to cre-
ate the Impression that despite the
tremendous popularity of President
Wilson the Dernocrate entertain slight
hope of winning the next congress.
Onii Indkattion of this propaganda is
shown by the wide publicity that has
intended the- snnourver-ments of Rep--
renentatives Page of North Carolina.
Eagle of Togas and Sherwood of Ohio
that they wilYnnt seek re-elettIO'n.
"Or course the North Cori-Alma end
Texas districts are sure to send Dom-.
aerate to the Sixty-Afth congress, and
the same may be said of the Toledo
district. It can safely be predicted
that Representative Sherwood will be
succeeded by a Democrat. In fact, I
consider the election of. a Democrat
In the i'dled5distriet as one of the
certainties of the campaign.
"If any man doubts what the sen-
timent of Oita country is today, he
should go out and -mingle with the
people, as I did for two weeks. No
matter in what section of the country
be may go, he will come home firm
In the conviction that President Wil-
son and a Democratic congress in
4ympathy with him will he overwhelin-
Ingly elected in November.
"I know- of but one way to accu-
rately.determine public sentiment, and
that is to talk face to face with those
whp do. the voting. Any man who
Qarea to employ that test will be core
vinced of the truth of what I say. ,
"What impresses me more than any-
thing else Is the assurance that has
come to me recently of support from
Repubtieen-intel *inetependeett. senrces:
Men who have never voted the Dem-
acratic ticket before frankly avow
e r Intention to vote and wOrit for
a copgress in sympathy with Mr. Wil-
son because they realize that. the pies,
ident's hands would be tied if a Rea
publican congress 'were elected.
"In 1914 for the first time in many
years the party in power retained-
its control of congress following a gen-
eral revision of the tariff. All the in-
ticattons are that this majority will be
substantially increased this year and
acitable gains-made in the entire group
af doubtful distant-1r
don't take a vacs-
in it is
An Authority.
' Know anything about shooting
stars'"" asked the first traveler.
"I should say so!" answered the
second traveler. who was chiefly con-
spicuous for his large diamond stick-
pin "I managed one in vaudeville for
seven yearr When that little wom-
an took her rifle and played 'The Stet-
Spangled Banner' on a musical target
It never failed to bring down the
house."
His Deduction.
"Whit conclusion did you draw from
study of that ancient Egyptian
inscriptIonr asked the professor of
archeology." "Why," replied the su-
perficial stbdent. "I decided that the
old Egyptians bad their comic artiste,
the same as *4 Web" •
Good Democratic Record.
The tariff is only a part of the Un-
lerwood revenue law. In reducing
taxes on consumption, of which the
consumer pays far more than the gov-
ernment receives, and substituting a
tax on incomes, which falls on the
well-to-do in proportion to their ability
to contribute to the support of the gov-
ernment. the Democratic party has
been true to its promises, faithful to
Its traditions and guided by the best
3pinion of expert economists. The law
provided not only a sufficient revenue
but a surplus that covered the year's
eosts of the Panama canal, until the
great war disarranged our industries
and interfered radically with our im-
ports.
The federal reserve banking system
now has few critics. Financial opin-
ion is very generally warm in its com-
mendation of a reform of the currency,
he need of which was repeatedly
pressed by the business world upon
Republican congresses, but always
pressed in vain. The Republicans
evaded their duty; the Democrats did
it, and did it uncommonly well.
Three Years of Democracy.
Mr. Wilson has been president for
:hree of the Most difficult years in the
aistory of the country since the close
A General Washington's administra-
Jon. and excepting only the periods of
:he second war with England and the
Civil war. Since the government was
established and precedents set by the
first president, and excepting only the
more serious war periods we have
been through, no president has had
difficulties even remotely approaching
those with which Mr. Wilson has had
to contend.
With due regard for the unprece-
dented difficulties and embarrassments
A the time, President Wilson and the
Democratic party have discharged
their respective duties with a high
intelligence, a broad compreherneton,
and an eye single to the interests and
the duties of the American nation.
•-•1 4 •
I TAKE SALTS TO FLUSH
~VA 
I KIDNEYS IF BACK HURTS
SIMPLIFIED GOLF 1
Among the United States senators
who play golf, Henry FLippet stands
alone, for he has reduced the game
to its lowest mechanical terms and
plays It on • simplified basis Mat Is
unequaled, at least in Washington. Hie
theory is that for a nonprofessional
golfer each club used adds just that
much to the complications lie says It
Is a needless mental strain to have to
rummage through an outfit of a dosen
clubs, trying to select the one that
applies to the sltuation at hand If
he has to carry a pair of calipers and
a transit and a couple of assistants to
determine at what angle he should
swat a dinky little gutta percha ball,
he Would just as soon give up golf and
play parchest or dominoes. So Lippitt
carries only three plain little clubs. He
hams no randy bag and. carries' hia
sticks himself, and all his caddy has
do_la_ to_ trot_blithely along, point.
Ing out the quarry, like a hunting dog.
LIppitt could afford an all-leather caddy bag and a couple of dozen clubs
as well as not. Ile has fully • ton or two of unspent money, besides owning
a steam yacht that combines all the comforts of home and the grandeur
of a club.
Senator Lippitt wise elected to the senate to succeed Nelson W. Aldrich.
Ile Is serving his first term, which will expire March-L-1917. HO was born
In the city of Providence. R. I., October 12, 1916
 III1==111Ma. 
PRESTON'S BIG  JOB
Tames D. Preston. superintendent--
of the senate preps gallery at Wash-
ington, has been given a big piece of
work to do' this year. but no one who
knows him and his capabilities doubts
that he will do it well. Ile has been
put in charge of thkpress section of
the Democratic national convention in
St. Louis June 14, and of the same sec-
,tion of the Republican convention at
Chicago on June 7. Mr. Preston will
be assisted by W. J. Donaldson, who
Is superintendent of the house press
&Hem
-----'130tbr national com-mttterr.--ty res-
olution, delegated to the "standing
committee of Washington correspond-
hority to , tippbrtion the
se• ats at the two big gatherings. Pres-
ton, a veteran at this work, and Don-
aldson, were selected by the corre-
spondents to keep all but working
newspaper men out of the press seats.
This job of keeping the press
seats for real newspaper men is a strenuous one, for -the pressure for those
plaees is tremendous. But "Jimmie's'. long experience and wide acquaintance
will enable him to sift the grain from the chaff.-as he has done so efficiently
on former like occasions. Of course "Jimmie" can hardly be expected to
please everybody, and he probably won't, but he will come nearer to keeping
the newspaper bunch in a reasonable condition of good nature than anyone
else.
Democrats May Feel Safe.
It is at four points, two of finance
tnd two of foreign affairs, that the Re-
publicans feel confident of their ability
-to destroy the credit of the Democratic
administration and party. But their
eonfidence is in vain. They can de-
nounce the president with great flu-
ency:--tiley cannot
that they could have done better, ex-
cept in the single matter of the iartft.
where the issue is .the constant one
betweee the two parties. Republican
emS rennet be veal
TI
TUMULTY SAYS SEE AMERICA
writing letters of thanks for
addressed one to "Maurice
the Topeka chief is Harvey
Topeka has had in many a
had him.
Secretary Tnaulty, who accom-
panied President Wilson on his mid'
western trip, is now an ardent advo-
cate of "See America First." Until
this trip Mr. Tumulty had never been
in any big city of the country west of
Pittsburgh, excepting Indianapolis,
which he caught a fleeting glimpse
of on the flying visit the president
paid to the Hoosier capital a year ago.
Having viewed and admired Cleve-
land. Chicago, Milwaukee, Kansas City
and St. Louis, not to mention the Mis-
sissippi river and the great lakes of
Erie and Michigan, Mr. Tumulty says
he feels it incumbent upon him to urge
all easterners to take a trip into the
United States and become acquainted
with the country.
He explained that before he went
to Washington he was too busy mak-
ing a living in New Jersey to travel:
One echo of the president's
has given Topeka a good laugh. In
police protection given Mr Wilson. Mr. Tumulty
Jenkins, Chief of Police of Topeka." whereas
Pare-tn. Jenkins is the only Democratic chief
long year, and it is some twenty years since it
r FIRST BLIND MAN IN HOUSE —1
Thomas D. Schell of Mitinesota
Is the first blind man to be elected to
a scat in the lower branch of congress.
Mr. Schalle life has been one of con-
stant battle against circumstances.
Orphaned when an infant, he ran away
with a circus when nine years old.
From the day of his departure from
his home at Ortonville, Minn., he has
been fighting an unequal struggle. He
blacked boots and sold papers on Chi-
cago's streets, and later was a bare-
back rider in a circus. When a young
man he returned to Minnesota, glad of
working for his board and a chance
to attend high school at Ortonville.
He won a scholarship at-Hemline uni-
versity In St. Paul. His ability as an
orator and baseball- player give him
distinction. Mr. Schell then went
through the University of Minnesota,
became a lawyer and soon forged to
the front of the Minneapolis bar. His
was a fighewithout Influence, political
fir Titisseal.- He was fast acquiring the mean* of a comfortable livelihood for
himself and' wife, when, in lighting a cigar at a lighter, an electrical shark
seared out his sight. The nerves were paralyzed, and now, although hit
blue eyes are bright and clear, they are dead.
"I spent the next year and all of our money in a fruitless search for my
lost ateitensied-ollev-ifebeiL "I returned to Minneapolis 'broke,' worse .than
'brcks.• In debt and bilad, bat never discouraged."
Says Too Much Neat Penne Uric Acid
Which Clogs the Kidneys and
Irritates the Gladder.
— -
Most folks forget that the kidneys,
like the bowels, get sluggish and clog
ged and need a flushing oecasiona117,
else we have backache and dull misery
La the kidney region, severe head.
aches, rheumatic twinges, torpid liver,
acid stomach, sleeplessness and all
sort. of bledder disorders
You simply must keep your kid toys
active and clean, and the moment you
feel an ache or pain in the kidney
region, get about tour ounces of lad
Halts from any good drug'store here,
take a tablespoonful in • glass of
water before breakfast tee-s dew daps
anU your kidneys will then act fine.
This famous salts Is made from the
acid or grapes and lemon juice, com-
bined with lithe', and is harmless to
flush clogged kidneys and stimulate
them to normal activity. It also neu-
tralizes the acids in the urine so it
no longer irritates, thus ending blad-
der disorders.
Sad Salts is harmless: inexpensive;
makes a delightful effervesceut lithia•
water drink which everybody should
take now and then to keep their kid-
neys clean, thus avoiding serious com-
plications.
 A well-known local drUgglet my* be
sells lots of Jad Salts to folks who be-
neve In overcoming kidney trouble
while it is only trouble.—Adv.
The plain, unvarnished truth Is bet-
ter than questionable rhetoric.
A FRIEND IN NEED. • .
- For !natant -relief and speedy-into
use "Mississippi" Diarrhoea Cordial.
Price 50c and 25c.—Adv.
--elevare144-10,4*-
 ‘ • . •
-
Priests in the Greek church have
theft' heads shaved quite bald.
FOR ITCHING SCALP
And Failing Hair Use Cutieurs Soap
and Ointment. Trial Frac.
When the scalp is itching because of
dandruff and eczema- a shampoo with
Cuttcura Soap and hot water will be
found thoroughly cleansing and sooth-
ing, especially if shampoo is preceded
by a gentle application of Cuticura
Ointment to the scalp skin.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura. 'Dept. L.
Boston. .ssommerywhere.---Adv.
His Unlucky Days.
Seated in a row on the porch of an
old-country inn, with their chairs
tipped back, some old cronies were g0-
tng on about unlucky days. After -*I%
had given what they considered their
unlucky days, a quiet cid chap at one
end spoke up:
"Aa'll tell ye ma unlucky days. Aa's
fund oot in ma time- that it's unlucky
le be7Ittruckwr leetenliwon- a Mon
day; or te be catched wiv a circular
saw on a Tuesday; or te tumble over-
board on a Wednesday; or to be run
ewer by_a motor car on a Thursday;
or lose a ten-pun uote on a Friday; or
be bitten by a mad dog on a Saturday,
and hey nowt for dinner on the Sun-
day!"
Out of the State.
A disheveled citizen rushed into a
police station and shouted for vetige-
ance.
''The automobile that hit me five
minutes ago was No. 41144," he splut-
tered.
"I can preve that he was exceeding
the speed•limit, and I want—I want—"
-"You want a warrant for his ar-
rest?"
"Warrant nothing! What good
'would a warrant do me at the, rate




Landlord—I hate to remind you of
your board bill.









Another — it is easily
and quickly digested —
generally in about one
hour.
But the big reason is—
Grape-Nuts, besides hav-
ing delicious taste, ai:p-
plies all the rich nutri-
ment of whole wheat and
malted barley, including
the "vital- mineral salts
necessary for building
brain, nerve and muscle.
Always ready to eat
direct from the package,
Grape-Nuts with crean.
or good milk is a well
balanced ration—the ut-
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eiveek of fun, entertainment .and profit, such as West Kentucky has never before seen something kill
doing every minute and everything free. Come and be Paducah's guestl tiur friends from alr over this
section will be here—to stop-, to visit, to enjoy themselves. Don't miss it—don't miss a single day, from the free
moving picture shows every morning to West Kentucky's first Automobile Show, to be held April 6th, 7th and I
8th; under the auspices of the Paducah Automobile Dealers Association. Special entertainment is provided for
out of town people, such as:
• i.t
4
FREE MOVING PICTURE SHOW -EACH MORNING EXCEPT SATURDAYGet Tickets From Merchants It 4
Monday Night: Thursday Night:
Novel Street Parade and Al Fresco Masked Dance. The Spring "Dress-Up" BalLin -Compliment to Paducah Visitors.
 _Get tickets from any Merchant. The most spacious floor in the city has been re- 
1
Tuesday Night: , 
served; tickets on application in person
, , to any merchant.
Transformation Pageant and Unveiling o -die Spring i 4C"Dress-Up" Windows. Friday Afternoon: 1
Wednesday Afternoon: Gorgeous Floral Parade of Decorated Automobiles and 1
Old Time Fiddlers Contest. - LIBERAL- PRIZES. Industrial Floats. Generous Cash Prizes. 1.
Those desiring to enter address Henry Schroth, Paducah, Ky. ., Visitors Invited to Participate. It
There are thirty-nine
different models and
prices of automobiles re-
I presented in Paducah--
what an opporiunity this
gi is to see them all sitjo by
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West-Kentucky's-First-Automobile Show, Thursdayi-Friday- and Saturday, April 6--7-40-
AUSPICES PADUCAH AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
YOUR car will be there, be sure
of that, and you don't have to
be a "prospect" to be
welcome.
Come and look and ask questions
to your -heart's content.
Everything that's new, both in au-
tomobiles and accessories, will
be at the Show.
• -
't• •4.
- • * •
fri
COME AND BRING YOUR FRIENDS, ITS FREE! TICKETS ON APPUCATION TO ANY GARAGE
  Vit
PLENTY OF" MUSIC - PLENTY OF FUN
















W. L. BAUCUM, SON & YOUNG STORE, Cherry, Kentucky.
Having purchased the enormous stock of General Merchandise of Cherry & Woiford to place with our already enormous stock, we must make -room for
both stocks, tether with our beautiful line of Spring Dress Goods, and beautiful stock of up-toihe-minute line of Fashionable Millinery Goods. So you can
readily see why we are making the following paralyzing prices on merchandise. Sale Beginning Saturday Morning, April 1st, 1916, and Continuing One Week,
Ending April 8th. - Read the following Paralyzing Price Cuts.
  Dry Goods
Linen Towel Crash, yer yd. 8c.
Standard Dress Gingham, per
yd. 8e.
DorisII Percales, per yd. 8c. -
White Lawn, per yd. 8e.. -
Window Curtain Scrim. per yd.
Sc. -
Red Table Damask, per yd. 25c.
White Table Damask, per yd. 30c
White Table Damask, per yd. 75e
2,000 yds. standard Calico yd. 5c.
$1.00 Corsets, 80c.
50c Corsets, 38c.
2 Slip-easy Collars, 22e.
1 pair heavy Suspenders, 19e.
2 pairs heavy Canton Flannel
Gloves, 15c. .
1 pair heavy work Gloves, 39c.
3 cards Safety Pins, 19c.
I pair Asbestol Gloves, 85c.
--9-eards Pearl Button, 10c.
1 heavy Sweater, Men's $2.50,
for $1.90.
Lone Star Cheviots Shirtin
per-ey•-rilk:
Men's $1.00 Dress Shirts, 85c.
Men's 50c Dress Shirts, 39c.
2,009 yds. Canvass, ac, 21c.
2,000 yds. Canvass, 3c, 21c.
Men's Socks, Sc.
Ladies' Vests, 5c.
Face Towel, per pair 9c.
Brass Pins, per paper 3c.
1 box Hair Pins, 2c.
Shoes
Extra good Plow Shoes, per pair
$1.78.
$1.75 Plow Shoes, per pair $1.48,
$4.00 American Gentleman Sun-
day Shoes, $3.38.
$3.50 Country Club Shoes, $3.00.
$2.50 Ladies' Shoes, $1.98.
Wanted
We will pay 80e per
n ice-shelled corn.
I
pay $2.00 per bushel for nice
--stock peas.
Mayfield Woolen Pants
$1.50 Pants.. .... ...$1.20
1.76 Pants 1.40
2.00 Pants 
3.00 Pants   2.25
3.50 Pants... .2.75
4.50 Pants    3.50
5.00 Pants 
50 pain Boys' 50c Pants now .39
Ready Made Clothing
$10.00 Suits 
17.50 Suits  11.00
12.60 Suits  8.50
8.00-Suits . 
Suits too numerous to mention,
we will sell all of the clothing at
10 per cent below cost, so don't




7 bars Big Deal Soap, 25c.
' 7 bars Ben Hut Soap, 25c.
7 poxes Sea Foam Washing Pow-
der, 25ci
8 boxes Arm & Hammer Soda,
25c. '
2 cans Snow King Baking Pow-
der, 15c.
8 boxes Matches, 10c.
_1bsg guaranteed Straight Flour,
80c.
1 package Arbuckle Coffee, 19c.
2 pounds 20c Coffee, 30c.
2 pounds 25c Peaberry Coffee,
40c.
8 pounds 15c bulk Coffee, 40c.
4 cans Hominy, 25c.
3 cans Salmon, 24c.
4 cans Corn, 25c.
' 1 10e can Bruton Snuff,. Sc.
1 Sc can Bruton Snuff, 3c.
1 bbl. Straight Run Flour, $6.50.
Medicine's
1 bottle Sarsaparilla, 85c.
1 bottle Wine Cardui, 85c.
1 bottle Laxfos, 40c.
1 bottle Black Draught, 15c.
Wanted
3,000 pounds of hens. We will
pay 15c per pound in trade if
deliVered during sale.
Wanted
4,000 doz. eggs at He per dwelt.
Wanted
We will pay 15c per pound in
trade for nice hams.
Men's Hats
$1.00 Wool Hats 85e.
$1.50 Wool Hats St-15.
$2.00 Wool Hats $1.48.
$2.60 Wool Hats $1.78.
  Sale opens next Saturday morning and continues SEVEN DAYS. We are very anxious for our customers to take advantage of this Tremendous Redac-
tion Sale, and also cordially invite everybody to come and see that we are actually selling everything we have AT COST. Many things, too numerous to an-
tin, also go at reduced prices. BE ON HAND EAKLY AND GET FIRST CHOICE OF EVERYTHING. Yours to serve,
Notice is hereby given to the
qualified voters of the City of
Murray that on the twentieth
day of May, 1916, there shall be
held in the City of Murray an
election for the purpose of tak-
ing the ceapus of the qualified
voters of the said city whether
the said City or Hurray shall or
shall not increase its.presenttin-
debtedness lathe sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00),
A. E. Loreh• of Springfield Gives a
Recipe For Getting Over the Blues
A. E. LERCHE
"If you ever $,et the blues," he said,
'It 18 well to know the simpiest end
best way to get rid of them. Cranki-
ness, ni=rvc Janes% and general upset
condition preceding the blues usually
its due to the relentless grip of con-
stipation on the nervous system, The
simplest way to meet this condition is
to have a box of Rexall Orderlies in
your pocket and the best way is to
take on* when y9u feel the attack corn-
ing on. It is the finest laxatik4i foe-
men. icemen and children I know or.
as& is a regular antidote for the blues
••414 beet erer."
I
- We have the exclusive selling rights for
'"....4.011111110- tbfs great larativo.
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
THE REXALL STORE
for the purpose of constructing,
operating and maintaining an
electric light and power plant in
the City of Murray for the pur-
pose of furnishing light and po-
wer to the said city and* its en-
viors, and for the further purpose
of improving the present system
of water works as DOW owned
and operated by the:said City
Murray.
Should the reauired number of
qualified voters of the City of
Murray, as is required by law,
vote in favor the creating the
said indebtedness for the pur-
poses herein set out, then there-
after, until the said indebtedness
shall be paid, which period shall
not be less than two years and
which shall not exceed twenty
years after the contracting of
the said indebtedness, there shall
be levied upon all real and per-
sonal property, subject to taxa-
tion within the City of Murray, in
addition to the then present tax
Icvied upon all real and personal
property ,within the said city
subject to taxation, an annual
sum which shall not be in excess
of two thousand dollars ($2,000)
or an amount sufficient to pro-
vide for both the interest and
sinking fund for the year in
which same is levied, from which
sum thcre shall he deducted an
amount sufficient to pay the in-
terest on the said indebtedness
which shall not exceed a period
of twenty years, and at no time
shall the additional tax herein
providid for exceed the consti-
tutional limit for municipal cor-
porations of the fourth class.
Signed
H. E. HOLTON, Mayor.
C. 4‘.3110QT. OWL- ,.
Z. G. CONNEl'Atiey.
This 16th day of Ma, 1916.
The Evideace is at Your Door.
Murray proof is what you want
and the statement of:this highly
respected resident will banish all
doubt:
J. T. Wells, clothing dealer,
Murray, Ky., says: !rnI have used
1.11's Kidney Pills wile% T have
had kidney trouble and they have
always done me good. Another
of my family also took them.
Although the patient's condition
was much worse than mine,
I Doan's Kidney Pills, procured
lat Dale, Stubblefield &Co.a' drug
'store, did more good than any-
thing else ever tried."
Price 50c, at all dealers: Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy
-get Doan's Kidney Pills-the
same that Mr. Wells had. Fos-




Notice is hereby given that
the undersigned petitioners will
file a petition in the Calloway
county court to open and estab-
lish a public road 30 feet, wide,
beginning on the section line be-
tween sections 27 and 28, town-
ship 2, range 4 east, where the
same crosses the state road and
running south on the said sec-
tion line until it intersects the
Murray and Boydsville road,
passing over the lands of IE
L Langston, J. N. Williams, W.
L Whitnell. Beulah Broach, C.
B. Richardson, George Atkins,
Bob Whitnall and Charlie Whit-
nell. Said petition will be filled
at the regular March term of
said court Witness our hands,
this-Mereh15, 1,916-C. B. Rich-
ardson, Beulah Broach, W. H.
Broach, Joe Lancaster.
Most every horse owner of Cal-
loway county, West Kentucky
and Tennessee, in fact, of the
entire south, doubtless remem-
ber old Dr. Antrim, of Logan,
Iowa, the veteran and pioneer
horse trainer and veterinary sur-
geon. He covered this county in
his practice and nis reputation
as a doctor of horses is unques-
tioned. It was this same old
horse doctor, Antrim, that used
what is known as Meloan's Sti-
fle Liniment with such satisfac-
tory results in the treatment of
enlarged, swollen and stiff
joints, sprains, strains, contract-
ed tendons, week knees, hip and
stifle joint lameness, and all
lameness and unnatural swell-
ings and enlargements of the
joints and limbs. This liniment
is sold by H. P. Wear. 394
Money to Loan on Farm Lands.
-We represent a strong finan-
cial company who can make im-
mediate loans on Calloway coun-
ty farm lands for 5 to 10 years.
Interest payable annually. No
loans taken for less than $1,000.
Will make loans up to 40 per
cent of value of land. Prompt
service will be rendered.-Ash-
er Graham, agent. 3234
Notice to Crabbers.
Parties who are indebted to
Dr. C. N. Crawford or to Craw-
ford & Jones please call and set-
tle same at earliest convenience
by note or money.
Mrs. Jennie Crawford,
Dr. C. H. Jones.
"The time to take a tart is
when they're passing," said the
small boy.. :lust take a look et
De Woods.-Will make the season
of 1916 at the residence of J. H. Ellis
on the Concord and Boydsville road.
This season at $10.00.
He was sired by Red Medium, 2:20
1-4, sire of L. Maud, 2:07 1-2, sire
Dorch Medium, 2:01 14 and 42 others
in the list making him the sire of
speed of any living horse at 13 years
of age. Dam, Miss Glendora Wood,
dam of Glenors. 2:11 14, be Woods
Is a half brother to Red Ttmoka. 2:27
one of the greatest show stallions in
the north This combines one of
the strongest blood lines ever seen in
onetrotter. He is known WI the Ma-
son horse.
be Woods is six years old. and one
of the beet formed horses that man
has ever looked upon. Is blood bay.
He won the blue ribbon in his class
at the Henry county fair and at the
Murray fair. While he is a trotting
bred horse, yet he goes all the gates
making him very desirable for those
who like's double gaited horse. A
brother ot-De Woods won two races
in one day. De Woods is pronounced
by horsemen to be the best combina-
tion lisrse in West Kentucky.
Dr. Hartman, 2,885.-This fine 3-
year-old jack will make the season at
the same place, at $1000 to insu e a
living colt, under usual conditions.
He is 15 1-2 hands high big bone. fine
head and ear-.
One Starlight jack, 2,4, 5-year-old
15 handshlth, will make the season
at same place. $8.00 to Insure a living
colt, under usual conditions. Season
premiums will be given for best colts
half for second hest.
Some one on the farm at all times
to wait upon you.-J. H. Ellis. MN
Our prescription department
is clean ind well lighted, stock-
ed with the very best pharmace-
uticals that can be bad, and is
in charge of a Registered Grad-
uate in Pharmacy. Bring us
your prescriptions, we will fill
the Chevrolet car at the Downs them right, it the right vitae.-
Garage. !The Penslar Store, H. P. Wear.
JOHN HARMLUI. -A f o n r'
year-old registered jack No. 1.0-
291, will make this season at my
barn three miles northwest of
Murray, at $6.00 to insure Hy-
ing colt eigh.. days old. will
give two season pramiumn, one
for the best mare mule and oleo
one es_ the best horse mule.
This jack stands 142 hands high
and weighs about eight hundred
pounds. Come and cret the best
and cheapest mules, as the best
is none too good and the cheap-
est is none too cheap. Thank-
ing you for your patronage, I
remain yours for business.-C.
M. Brion. 894
Wonderful, Sintplo "Gets-It" Mena
Fails to &move Lay Cam &idly.
"Wouldn't It jar you"' Ilere
been going along for ;ears, with ogle
desperate corn after another, tryildif
to get rid of them with salves tem
Ilweitatet Toe $ure nriet•-it" for Thole
Corns and Says Tour Life and Tour TOISI
eat off the toes, tapes that stick to
the stocking. bandages and Waster*
that make a package of the toga.=
la blood-bringing razors and
*ors. Then I tried Ylets-It' Just DIMS
and you ought to have seen that 00,11
come off-Just like a banana peel." ICS
simple, wonderful. It's the new Way.
.minleas, applied In two seconds neve
er hurts healthy Aesh or irritated.
Nothing to press rrn the corn Mover
fails. Quit the old Way, for once site.
way and try “Octs-It" tonight Ter
corns. lium. warts and bunions,
"Gets-It" la sold iiveryrege. 28c a
bow% oe sent direct by 188wrlialMi
!Cs. Chicago. IlL
ROW in Murray isod -rebniuninded
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Would You cipy r Your Country
HERE is another class of heroes in
this war besides those in the ) act
u-
al fighting zone, of whom the pub-
lie knows nothing unless an offi-
cial announcement is made of the
execution of some man or woman
"convicted of espionage." Thou-
sands of men and women. on both
• sides, are risking their lives
 every
--Ifftiui. every minute of the day, in
the secret service. And they are
doing ft for their country. There
is no reward for them 
in the
-shape of decorations or 
public commendation.
Their stern duty is laid out 
before them. It is
for them to fulfill et. That is a
ll. They can hope
for no reward except the 
satisfaction _of doing
their duty. At the best they l
ive _through -the
conflict. At the worst they a
re captured by the
enemy and meet an ignominious 
death
It takes _ari__Inuch courage to perfo
rm a duty
like this as to lie in the trenches 
day after day
and participate in charges against
 the enemy
or defend the trench from the ene
my's assault
and to be at all times subject to a 
terrific artil-
lery bombardment or the more dre
aded assault
with asphyxiating gases. _ .
The man who meets his death. in the t
renches -
has at least the consolation of dying 
amid his -
comrades and friends—of dying s glorious
 death.
But the spy has not this. consolat
ion. Every 
secreeserviee agent feels that his death 
is cer- -
tam, and that when it comes it will not
 be a glo-
eious one. For he will Elie alone. 
with none of
Ms friends about him_ His people 
back home
will not know his fate. He will die alon
e in a foreign
cour .-y, not as a hero, but as a spy. 
_
And yet if the annals of the secret ser
vice bu-
reaus of the various countries wer
e made pub-
lic, it W0011 tell of wonderful deed
s of daring.




With the arrival of the first -German 
subma-
rines in Constantinople, after the 
inauguration of
the British Dardanelles campaign, 
there became
known a story of the heroism of 
one of these
secret-service agents. His name 
was not given.
and the exact locality where 
he performed his
final act of duty was not told, b
ut an officer of
the German t; boat related the 
story to a per-
sonal friend.
We will call the secret-service agent 
Johann.
lie was a youngster. hardly 
twenty years old,
and a university man. a stud
ent at Heidelberg.
He always had been weak an
d delicate, and at
the beginning of the war he 
was not allowed to
go to the front. He belonged
 to a wealthy fam-
ily, had traveled extensi
vely through Europe, and
was an accomplished linguist. 
He made applica-
tion to the secret service 
bureau and his applica-
tion was accepted. ._ .
He was oat to England. Th
ere he passed as an
American. He had an Amer
ican passport end
was connected with the 
English branch of an
American concern. Hgw di
d he do it? —
The history of the lder
mate merebeerviee will.
never be written, and 
not more than a dozen ,
living persons will eve
r tactw its extraordinary
scope. The pasapor
t'°proposition and the con-
with -the- heitneh_nf the Ameri-
Can eiontore were mer
e matters at 4eial1 "qua
which Johann had nothing 
to do. ..11,,ofas. efter
he wile established 
in London that his real work
...,
tiegan. He spoke per-
feet English, but he
used an American ac-
cent and affected Amer-
ican clothes and man-
nerisms, for he knew
both well enough to af-
fect either successfully.
But at an rate he had worke
d in the French
capital several months, still pori
ng as an Ameri-
can who knew but a few words o
f French. al-
though he was thoroughly 
familiar with the
French language, when he was 
ordered to take
certain orders to a little French 
fishing village
and deliver them to,the commander
 of a subma-
rine boat which was -due there 
about • certain i
date on its way to the Dardanelles.
The submarine commatider had o
rders to wait
off the coast for two nights for th
e messenger..
and if no sign came to proceed on hi
s way to the
Dardanelles.
how the secret-service agent did 'it 
is not
known, but 'early one morning he was
 found on
he:the beach t to a deck chair, an
d apparently,
half dead from exposure and exhau
stion. Two
aged fisherman found him and carried h
im- into a
hut.
• When partially revived, he murmured a 
few
words in English and then in broken F
rench.
from which his rescuers gathered that he 
had
•
been in some accident at sea. Also that 
he was
an American on his wey from Naples 
to the
United States.
As stated, the village was isolated. The 
near- .
eat city was Marseilles, and it would take 
sev-
eral days for news to travel between the two
Points, especially in war time.
Johann remained in bed the greater part of th
e
day, tended by a fisherman and his age
d wife.
Toward dusk be insisted on ari.ing and walk
ing
out on the edge of the cliff, lie still ap
peared
partially stunned, but he explained in his bre
iken
French that he though the fresh air would 
help
to clear his mind.
"You are too weak to walk," exclaimed the old
woman. "You must not exert yourself. Tomor-
row, perhaps. yes, but not now."
And she gently took him by the arm to lead him
beck to the cottage.
-Sarre bleu!" suddenly exclaimed her husband
and pointed out to sea.
A trail of sparks rose -from the black surface
of the water, and, ascending high into the air.
burst into a white glare. Then darkness. More
cries and exclamations were heard, for other 
fish-
ermen had seen the rocket Then - silence, whil
e.
everyone waited.. In a few moments rose another
trail of fire, and a brilliant green rocket explode
d
high in the air.
"Some of the boats of the fleet are nigh," cried
a womale "It Me pail Of the war. It has-reached
as here"
Hour after hour passed. The !secret-service*
agent lay, tense and rigid, with his ear to a-
eisek In thTthib partition between his room and 
-
that of his hosts. After a while lee heard them
both snoring. Then very gently he rose, dressed
himself, and opened a door, which let him out
into the peen at the rear of the home..
It Iry it.rather dark night, brirthere Wore some -
stars shining, anl. :75r standing in the Ofght.ai!








- the sk Tittle. h oeue .igingslitarWd, lilt her'.•, _
bor at the foot of the cliffs.
Skirting about the fleet, he 
reached a smell
skiff. withlts oars in It. tied to a
 stake, Quickly
• ;be lad untied the rope, a
nd, shoving the boat
far out, sprang into it. lie :wa
ited until 4114, force
of the shove had spent itsel
f, then, cautiously,
began rowing along the 'beach, 
was not
Infrpg, however, and it was an 
effort. Hut 
h
kept It up for a quarter -of a nine. 
_His eyes Mid
grown accustomed to the darkness 
by now, and
he narrowly watched the 
shore. At a certain
point he rowed Inshore and pulle
d -Ms boat after
him up tin the sandy beach. The
n be approached
the cliff. end after a search f
ound what he was
looking for -a bundle centaining
 a precious
rocket. Farther on, in a fissure of a
 rock, hidden
under a large stone, he found his 
packet of in-
structions. lie had left both bundles
 hidden there
early in the morning after he had
 been landed by
a fishing smack from Spain.
Ile planted the rocket in the san
d and touched
it off. Instantly there was a 
flash of fire and a
trail of sparks as the rot ket soa
red upward and
I
burst into a. white light.
Johann. with his precious packet in
 the bosom
of his shirt, sprang into the boa
t just as an an-
swering signal, a white rocket, soa
red upwards
from the surface of the water, ne
arly a half mile
away.
The tide bad gone out and vas almo
st on the
tern, but therewas a heavy swell
 and it was bard
, work rowing. But scarcely 
had the lad- gotten
a hundred yards engin the shore 
when there was
a flash of light from the -cliffs n
ear the village.
It crept -out over the water and 
close to the
strum wireeping -and- reaching_ out, _att
er the,, exe
pence -of sea. Far out it caught a nar
row black
hull and held it a moment. Then it sw
ept closer
to shore and in e few momepts was f
ocused- on
the tiny boat beating its way out to se
a. *Shots ,
were fired from the shore, but the lad. in the mids
t
of the glare, bent far over his oars,
 straining
every effort of his feeble body to fulfill hi
s
task.
Somewhere, fartheehlong the coast, the signals
of the early evening had been observed, and a
coast patrol had been sent to investigate.
From the top of the cliff came the sputter of
• machine gun, and off to one side the lad, row,
ing desperately, saw the bullets drop.
The submarine was coming closer inshore and,
turning his head, be saw several men with rifles
on the tiny deck of the monster. From the cliffs
there was another sputter aqd suddenly a sharp
pain struck him' in the tight breast and he felt
the hot flow of blood. But it appeared to give
him more strength, and with apparently no ef-
fort he drove his boat through the water. There
- were answering shots from the submarine. They
were firing at the searchlight on the cliff and 'at
the spurts of flame.
But the dark red spot on the front of the lad's
shirt was growing larger. And there were holes
in the bottom of the boat, through which the Wa-
ter was spurting In thin jets. Another bullet
struck him in the right arm, lie gasped, then con-
tinued his rowing..
A. hail from behind him and he suddenly stopped
rowing, lie had reached the submarine_ A rope
was thrown to him and the skiff pulled up close to
the undersea craft. Kindly hands helped him
aboard while the machine gun continued its sput-
tering and a hall of bullets struck the water near
by. The whole thing had scarcely taken five min-
utes.
The agent was quickly _taken below and he
handed his packet to the commander.
-The boat, was slowly submerged and disappeared
beneath th'e dark waters.
-nee.- work Is done." gasped the lad. Wing_ to
choke back the blood that welled Up from his
lungs. •
. "1% e did not dare rise to the surface until the
--story. "And then we buried hint La-
. next night." continued the officer, lx-eeleeoratittlt the
hem
tItetteatrde of *other heroes have .111011hk,Tlegw-
ing place in the -last few monthe.4.
•
• ..•‘,20.. • ,
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IMPORTANT PM FACTOR
Proper Care of Sow at Farrowlos
Time Is Essential.
Animal Should $e Platted In Pen by
Himself and Fed Mallon High In
Protein and Mather Laxative
—Careful With Bedding.
Illy L. A n KAVii:11, Missouri Collegi. of
Agriculture
Farrowing time is one of the most
Important times of th• year for the
breeder of swine. Often a nun de-
stroys his chancee of success by nes
loci at this Was. While the number
of pigs a tool -farrows is import aet, the
numbs: she raises determines whither
she is befog kept at • profit or tom
A sow that farrows five pigs and
raises all of them is more profitable
than one which farrows fifteen but
raises only two or three. The demo.
sititm of the sow has much to do with
the number of pigs she will raise, but
proper care at farrowing time is also
an important factor.
A week or so before she is due to
farrow, the sow should tie removed
from the other sows and placed In the
quarters where she Is to ferrow. Ills
best to feed her • ration high in pro-
tein and rather laxative In ito na-
titre, Winner to the feed elm is to m-
enial., while suckling her pigs. At the
Missouri agricuetural 1•SPer1131011t sta-
tion good results have followed the
use of a ration of corn. GO per cent:
shorts, 25 per cent; bran, 15 per cent;
and linseed oil, 10 per cent—all by
Healthy Sow and Litter.
weight. As the farrowing date comes
Omer the ration should MI reduced
somewhat. This will bring the sow
up to farrowing time in good condi-
tion. She will not be so feverish and
reoswtale.se, so there will be less danger
of her Mashing her pigs when she far-
-:— —
An inspeigasii.40eitantisa. ta. be, ob-
served in caring for the farrowing sow
Is not to supply her with too muc
h
1edding; a btilhel of wheat ehaff or
cut straw is good. If the place where
the sow is to farrow is warm it will
not be needed for warmth. The ("an-
gel* of ow/Wising tmy much bedding le
that the pigs will be covered by if
and be smothered or crushed. It may
be necessary to change the bedding
after the sow farrows, but the amount
should not be Increased.
The less a sow is disturbed at far-
rowing time the better, and for that
eetteon she should be kept separate
from the other hogs. While someone
should be on hand, unless she needs
assistance it is best to keep away from
her. It it does become necessary to
help her, do It as quietly as possi-
ble.
The pigs should not be chilled be-
fore they have dried off and suckled. so
If the weather is cold, a lantern bung
in the top of the cot will be oeserv-
ice If the sow is gentle, it is well to
take earh pig away from her as soon
as it is farrowed, and place it in a
box. or barrel containing some .hot
bricks covered with old sacks. After
the pigs have dried off and are lively
enough, they may .be put with the
sow. In case the pigs do become
chilled, the best way to revive them is
1e dip them in hot water.
As the pigs are not able to tab-ET
much milk, the flow should not be
stimulated for a few days. Give the
• sow plenty of water, as she is in a fe-
verish condition, but take the-chill off
of K if the day is cold. If is not nec-
essary to feed the sow for a day or
two, and the first feed given should
consist of a small amount of thin slop,
which should be gradually increased
as the pigs become able to take more
milk. In two weeks' time she should
be op full fee.de whWi should consist
of a good, laxative, milk-producing
feed. There is no better way of feed-
ing the pigs than through the mother.
so feed the saw for the greatest
amount of milk.
AVOID THE CORN EAR WORM
Bureau of Plant industry Recom-
mends Combination of Sweet and
Field Varieties.
Aiseisrding to the bureau of' 'plant
industry, there is an opportunity to
avoid the corn ear worm by combin-
ing into a uniform strain the sweet
seeds and prolific habit of sweet corn
with the long, harsh husks of south-
ern varieties of field corn, thus pro-
ducing a variety of sweet corn as re-
militant to the corn worms as the
southern varieties of field corn.
Poor Laying Condition.
The overfat hen is in no condition
for laying. Just enough feed to keep
the hens busy seratchieg in the litter
will increase the winter egg supply.
MAKING USE OF UMESTONE
Interesting Metslie et Professes Tru
e-
man'e Saperlmonts on Pilev•
Moths College Farm.
—
IS regard to the 1100 of limestone.
MO results of Professor Tru
stnanii
saperimetiti on the Neva Scotia col-
lege Wei are of interest. Otte .1'
pertinent was with clover, two ball'
acre plots of which avereasid I% tune
MONS clover per acre on limed arra
s
than en adjoining unlitned plot&
However, mu a very rich piece of lan
d
where the same experiment was 
tried
practically no difference was noted.
and on the very_poor areas the d
iffer-
prence was very small Indeed.
Practically all. the soil in 1110 rOl•
len farm rye** slight sold reacti
on
to the litmus teM'ai'4o-miisT Wits
lo_Noya_ Scotia which have been In-
vestigated fay ihe college elietnlitt.
This indiestes the necessity of liming.
That the college management be-
lieve in their experiments is indicated
by the feet that they are this year ap-
plying tevarious fields upwards of ino
tons of ground limestone Provided
the material run be purchased reason
ably enough they do not hesitate to
advise any farmer in Nova Scotia who
Is trying permanently build up fer-
tility of his farm to use ground limo
otoilli at the rate of three to four tons
par acre.
Contour, however, to 1-1Aixt- many°
neerniteits which have appeared else-
where, the eollege mituagement point
out the fact that these striking re-
sults front the tipplication of ground
limestone have been an the lighter,
sandier moils from which analysis
show the limestone has in the county
of years been leached out..
- —
POTASH IN LIQUID MANURE
German Farmer Exercises Clieltotee
-Care of Natural Resources Than
'''o Farmers of United States.
The German though ho controls the
world's supply of potash takes much
greater care of the natural sources
of it on the farm that, we do in the
country. Almost every farmer in that
country has seine kind of an arrangi-
meet- -to retch the- urine - and thu
teachings from the manure pile. The
arrangements made for this purpose
vary among the different farmers—AL__
couple of examples, however, will
probably suffice to -give an idea.
The first arid most common sys-
tern among small farmers is to -eon.
street a eieberw end sormseet-Ao—She,
stable, and: if possible also to the
manure pile by means of a conduit.
%Vine) the cistern is tilled with the
urine, the latter is pumped into a bar-
rel. or sometimes on a load of ma-




Another arrangement consists of a
rectangular pit with an impervious
bottom. The manure is piled up on
this pit. The urine which drains from
the pile and which come, directly--
from the stalls through the conduits,
is gathered at the deepest part of the
pit, at which point a pump is installed
BUTTER WORKER SAVES TIME
Where Demand Is Strong It Will Pa)
Farmer to Undertake Production
of Butter for Sale.
Cream selling is more popular than
buttermaking on most farms at the
present time, and as a result it is
growing harder and harder to buy
butter in the smaller towns in many
communities. The home buttermak-
er has quit, and this has brought
about a strong demand for the ;prod-
Butter Worker.
'mt. It will pay the farmer who lives
in such a community to undertake its
production for the home demand. In
order to do this there must be equip-
ment, prints, butter workers and oth-
er devices in daily use. The illustra-
tion shows one of the many types of
butter workers that gave time and
wearying vr—iii-Er
FOODS AFFECT EGG QUALITY
Onions and Cabbage Have Direct in-
fluence on Flavor--Corn Causes
Deep Yellow in Yolk.
Careful experiments indicate that
the foods eaten by hens may affect
egg quality. For example, green foods
and yellow corn seem to cause a deep
color in the yolk, while the use of
white corn, wheat and buckwheat re-
sults in pale yolks Birds on free
range lay eggs that have more color
than those from hens kept yarded
without exercise. Excessive amounts
of green food are thought to produce
eggs of marked odor and flavor:
onions and cabbage having a direct in-
fluence In this respect
Vegetables for Hens.
Turnips, pumpkin& parings, etc., are
eaten with greater relish by the hens
when they ate cooked, tiftwoughly
mixed -with a mash and fed steamidg
hot.
Fresh Water for Ducks.
Ducks kept on land must be etip-4 Poor Teel for _Pruning-
114:;d with fresh water three times a The has tneoelplaHee in the orchardas a
assMake Ready for Chicks.
71— 2roriobair board Is of little ass ma- --7reftew the chicks are hatched is 






























































































































Math_ or without good resume, the
price of suite and coats has advanced
this spring; therefore, be it resolved
that they be purchased with care. If
e the spring outfit demands either a suit
or xotit.41. should be lieught In, the beet
quality that can be afforded. One may
economize more safely in house
gowns or any other apparel than in
street clothes. The best art of the
weaver who makes the materials and
of the cutter who shapes the garments
4. Is required- in them. And in wearingthem the smart dresser has a dishes
to show distinguished judgment. There
Is nothing she looks better in than
tasteful suits and coats. •
A very handsome model that will
net &come tiresome with 'daily wear
is shown in the picture. It is made of
tan covert cloth in a light shade, with
en inlay of black velvet cn the collar
and culls. Il is one cf many examples
Dainty Ribbon
Belongings
All women love and want the dainty
• thidge Aide of ribbon, that blossom
out each year along with the flowers
of spring Those who exploit ribbons
never overlook the Idastertime de-
mand for accessories of dress made
of their beautiful wares.
Bags and yestees are made of the
brighter and richest of wide ribbons.
tatrdles for wear with lingerie gowns
(which have already made their ap-
pearance) are made of plain s- Lin rib-
bons, and one of the beet of the new
designs is shown in the picture. The
ribbon is about five Inches wide, of
soft satin in light blue. Three pieces
of equal length are folded along the
center and these folds caught down
with eleedeee of smelt ribbon roses in
%get Mole - Ta• Uwe& Wanda of time*
girdle aro caught together at each
side with a stay to which each is





of entirely new demirturee in cutting
The sleeves and shoulders amen one
piece, a tong pointed extension
which takes the plate of yoke and
side Midies. The coat skirt is set on
to this and extended to the neck at the
front and hack, with the fashionable
fullness taken care of at the Wag: The
collar opens at the treat with a V.
which is repeated in the back of each
e'fffr.'` TWo. belittle On the ettlffe'sbow-
a single concession to mere decoration
on this elegent garment, which is plain
just to the verge of severity. It fastens
up the front with buttons and button-
holes. As in all the better coats, its
tailoring is faultless, and it is this
more than, anything else that reC0.1-
ciles the discrimlnating buyer to the
stiff prices that are demanded this sea-
son.
There are many sports coats that -are
in the running for summer outdoor.
wear, but if only one coat Is to be
bought the plainer and more eleganti
models serve every nurpsso and give
more satisfaction.
Ssale.bi
stays also. A rosette of six loops eon.
ceais the hook-and-eye fastening at the
back, and there are two long sash
ends and one pendant loop below It
The boudoir cap is made of wide
light blue satin ribbon. The ribbon is
serred and joined to the circular
piece at the center of the crown with
a piping. A row of shirring makes •
frill about the cap, and this is edged
with a quilling of very narrow ribbon
like the cap In color. There is a tine
lace frill over that of ribbon. A sash
of narrower satin ribbon tied in a
simple bow, with hanging loop and
ends at left, is held to the cap by
little clusters of tiny ribbon roams.
They are made in pink, blue and males
and set against the sash at four places.
two on each ride.
The garters are made of purple rib-
bon lined with white and finished with
roses made of the same ribbons.
"4.44v
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A MAN'S CHOICE
Sy M. M. ICIBERT.
Ail that day Jack Barrett had sat
at disk like a man in a dream.
Each successive telephone message
had spelled increasing disaster, At
first he caleulated how much be would
have left after the payment of his
debts, then he considered the- settle-
ment; than lie knew that there you*
not even be a settlement. The crash
had swept his entire fortune away.
Everything was gone He, the famous
Watt -street speculator-, isho__had
lumped Into the game with his fa-
ther's eight million dollars. and driven
his adversaries before him by sheer
pluck and daring, had gone under be-
fore their combination.
Ile was conscious of the looks of
his employees. Poor (levee, they
knew that they would have to look for
other jobs soon enough. -They were
thinking only of themselves, Porn his
high-priced secretary to his office boy.
lie brazened it out, meeting visitors,
telling the truth. Lie would not run
away. He reeolved to fare the wenn.
Nevertheless, it was with Vast relief
that be left his omen at flea o'clock,
to -go lei the only pelmet who, he
thought, still believed In him, still
kept her faith. •
Dora Jameson and he had been en-
gaged three months. Her mother wet
-"climber," here/tither alternately, a
bankrupt and a millionaire. Some
shady snectilativo busincse enabled
him to put h hord front toward the
world. Jack lierrett had no idea that
Dora was of his Mettle, -
She came into the reception room
whore he awaited her, and he told
her everything. And he _misunder-
stood, although he saw her face
harden.
"I shall try again for our sakes,
dearest," he geld.
"That's all ‘...ry wnll. but do you
think I am going to wait till you have
made linetbef fattened- stung:nit-ed.
"Wait, IMni?"
"Yes. Don't you teppose I have
other chances?"
"You mean you cared only for my
money?"
"You are foolish, Jack. I loved you,
but-rm not goinU10-11.1111Try a beggar.
Winn have dreenell-sed-spervents and
money to spend.'
Without a word. Barrett turned
away. This was -the end of every.
They Walked Together Under the
Palma.
thing. He could no longer have faith
in anything or any person on earth.
That night he shipped as a common
sailor before the mast on a tramp
ship bound, ultimately, for the, South
Seas. He dropped his name. every-
thing. He shipped as Thomas Jones,
and he left Jack Barrett as a relic of
a forgotten past.
"He is opening his eyes. He will
reCO•er.-
He opened his eyes, to see himself
looking Into the face of a girl of about
twenty years. Dark bair, bound back
with a fillet of colored cloth, a daz-
zling skin, milk-white at the throat.
but tanned by the sun above the chin.
Garments of woven fiber, and bare feet
In sandals. And, in her eyes, a divir.e
compassion that he had never seen
before on any face except his mother's.
Slowly consciousness retureed to
him. He remembered his hardships
on the tramp ship, the brutal mate.
the drunken captain; the typhoon that
had struck them off Fla. forcing them
to run for days before it; then the
grounding on the shores of the un-
known island. the wreck, tne curses
of the sinking sailors, his own fight
for the plank on Ihich he had been
washed ashore, to fall senseless upon
the beach.
Days passed, during which he was
visited from time to thee by serious.
gitronmedanidall 111011Ssd women.
When at length ha wag yeavaleiseent.
Jack teamed where he was. It was
.Pttc.airn island, peopled by the de-
teendents of the muttnears of the
Bounty, who had fled there in the
eighteenth century. G-od-fearing men
and women, they lived oh the lone-
liest island of the world, visited only
once e jeer by.; government vessel
Darts Attalla, the girl Mho had tete-
passionately taken him into her 'hut,
was the • great-great-great-great-grand
daughter of the old pirate who had
become chief of the Mend.
Far from civilisation, this little wpm
muntty of souls led Its simple life,
deeply religious, and inst•Ined by the
follies and vices of civilisation. There
were no rich, no poor. Money was
unknown to them. By a strung*
chance, there ware more women than
men upon the island The arrival of
a strange man was therefore an Inci-
dent of the highest importance.
When liarrett was well he was ad-
mitted Into the community and given
his own Mlle patch of fertile land.
Willing hands built him o hut After
a, few weeks he wait regarded ern-ona
uf the Pitcairn moo, , _
The romantic attachment that hail
begun between himself and Boris lest
ed. It was impossible not to love her. e
They walked together under t •
palms; they stood side by side upon
the promontory, gaming out over the
sea, they were all to each other. As
the schoolmaster, Jai k had already at,
quired great Influence smong the
people,
One nirht two el lers came to him.
"When the next ship arrives you will
go back to your own land." they told
him.
answered Jack "I shall re-
"'floor."' thereteiti; -4t-iit-riet--$111tt
that you and Doris Mains ahould re
main unmarried. All young folks on
Pitcairn are expected to marry as
goon as they can lind mates. It is the
natural life."
"She is pining for you." said the
other. "Murry her, and then we shall
believe in you.!' _ _
"I'll ask her," answered Jack, and
coelil not understand why the gray-
beards :milled.
They 'were married In the little
church, and the weeks that followed
core of unalloyed bliss to both of
them.
7 Now fort the first time Jack Barrett.
as tie had again called himself, tasted
of the fullness of life, lie marveled
that he had ever loved another roman;
But as months rolled on gradually
the -Wand -ellirenlatettive
memories of the old world flitted
through his brain. He thought or the
tumult of -Wall street again, mid
longed to plunge into it, to live in a
world of men.
Doris perceived the alteration leher
hunband's moods. Ho was never un-
kind folefere'litit lie was often moody
and abstracted. She dreaded the time
when the ship _would. arrive at Pit-
cairn.
With all her love she knew she could
not hold him. And she knew herself
uttertx unfitted to cope with the world
outside. Besides' if he went, she
knew that it would be to. forget his
memories there. If she went with Mai
It would be but to drag him down.
She thought of all this in those lonely
night, matches. when-. she would Ile
awake and hear him breathing at her
fide. And.he, pretending to sleep, too,
revolved his bitter memories.
Strangely enough. a passion for Dora
had reawakened in him. It was a sen-
timental memory, but it gripped him
hard. He knew her to be unfaithful-
and yet he cared.
But be had decided .nothing when
the ship came.
•
- He had grown half ashamed to meet
the faces of the foreign sallors, but
they saw in him nothing but a Pitcairn
Islander. His clothes had long since
gone -to rags, and, wearing the gar-
ments of native fiber, he looked
spoke like one of the inhabitants.
Doris watched him with sinking
heart all day. At last lie went out, and
then, weeping, she fled into the woods.
If he wanted to go. there should be
no grief at parting. no struggle on her
part to retain him.
'the sight of the crew, the
civilization about the trim ship. infect-
ed Jack like wine. He stood upon the
tiny wharf, 'gazing at her.
Somebody had thrown down an old
newspaper. Jack picked it up. It was
the society section of a New York
publication. Holding it in his hand
mechanically, he went aboard.
"Ship !mother hand, sir?" he asked
the captain, and told him his story.
The captain listened, at first incred-
ulously. Then his heart went out to
the poor devil of a shipwrecked man.
"Yes. Come aboard by eight," he
answered curtly.
Jack Barrett went back along the
sands to the point, from which he
could see his home. His heart was
doubly torn within him. He groaned
In travail of spirit He opened the
paper.
Under a two-column heading was
the account of Dora's marriage. She
had married a man be knew—a million-
aire, one of a shallow. worthless set.
The list of presents was long. There
were a diamond tiara, a diamond sun-
burst. the "famous black pearls" that
her father had acquired from 'a bank-
rupt duhe at auction. The man's heart
sickened as he read. He did not tlenft
of Dora. but of the falseness of the life
from which he had fled. And a sudden
illumination came to him.
He fell upon his knees and prayed
for enlightenment. And when he itose
he knew that choice coincided with
duty.
Slowly 47.tttrned his footsteps home-
ward.
- Upon liar knots lathe hut a woman
preyed likeWies, Blearing a step, she
,rtise. She ran to her husband with
incredulous joy. Standiag thua, In
each other's arms, they saw the &hip,
f
alitcreiinstl  twinkling. distant paten upon
the 
rim% leek Barrett:a fare was im-
olai* content as 5e kissed her,
feoirrprt. 014. by W. a Chapman.)






In preparing a bolaneed .rjitIon, the
palatability of (lee various leered!.
ents should be considered. In addition
tlio- vartdur -conratuents which-
foods carry, they possess a certain
medical quality,.. either liked or
disliked by the fowls, and either bene-
ficial or harmful to. their well being.
Corn possesses a sweet flavor liked
by all fowls, yet should be fed in a
limited amount to laying and grow-
ing sleek helixes* it I* too fattening,
The palatability of a ration should be
cOnsidered, because If the Individual
(Mee not like the ration it does not di-
gest to Its best ability. Appetite plays
en important part in thu feeding of
animals as well as fowls.
That which fowls like best they gen.
erally -digest best. In feeding fowls
give them their choice as much as
possible. An animal's 'power of se-
!melee food is greater than is gen-
erally expected and should be Mime
Into consideratteh, Yet thispower
of setection Is Sometimes so much in-
fiuenced -by the Wait cif M 'teRalin
grain as to Induce them to eat more
than - ti --good. for them. This, too,
should be taken Into consideration.
It is advised to feed a variety of
foods for two reasons. It increases
COTTONSEED MEAL—AS—FEED
Mixture Recommended Which Is Espe-
cially Valuable for Suckling
Sows and Little Pigs.
Make a mixture by weight, about
one-,third-eRtotteeed meal. on
cottonseed hulls and one-third rice
bran, corn chops, whole corn, wEitif
bran or shorts, whichever is most
avalloble. .Mlitewith water las thick
math in two vessels- (and old barrel
sawed in two is good) and leave to
sour or ferment, which will take from
12 to 48 hours, according to the weath-
er ana other conditions; thin feed
from these alternately; using the con-
tents of one, while that of the other
is left to sour.
A good growing ration may be based
on one pound of dry mixture per 100
pounds of live weight. Fcr quick
fattening this may be doubled, quad-
rupled or even more largely increased.
Indeed. the Texas experimental sta-
tion fed as much as seven pounds of
cottonseed meal per day to 150-pound
hogs, though this is eirereme-and_une
economical. if not dau6ezsiv
When ready to f4*. a esti- sea- -
ter,to the feeding ration sufficient to
bring to a thin slop, about the consis-
tency of buttermilk, and give the hogs
all they will clean up
AU hogs eat it greedily and all
thrive on it from the lordly head of
the herd to the tiniest grunter. But
for "piggy" or suckling sows it Is es-
pecially valuable, !riving to the pigs
both before and afjer farrowing a
growth and vigor attainable with no
o.her feed on earth.
CLEANING UP POULTRY HOUSE
Vermin Cannot Be Eradicated Until
Building Is Thoroughly Overhauled
and Then Whitewashed.
Houseclean the henhouse so as to
get rid of mites. Clean up the dirty
fioor. Take out the roosts and scrape
them, and clean out the dirty nests.
If they are too badly Infested, burn
them up and make romp new ones
Brush down the cobwebs from the cor-
ners. Then take a spray pump and
spray the whole Inside of the poultry
house. &Offing into all the cracks and
corners with a mixture of one part
crude carbolic acid to ten of kerosene.
This kills any of the mites which may
have fled to the cracks end crevices
Mr safety. After this is dry. put on
the whitewash. It may be put on with
tee same spray pump, but It sticks
better end lasts longer if it Is put on
with a brush Lice and mites can't
stand whitewash. After the white-
wash has thoroughly dried, refit the
house with clean roosts and nests, and
put somic clean straw on the foci'. If
you wish, you can dust the hens off
with lice powder before admitting
them to the house. Repeat
agate in about a week.
Sheep Like Rough Feed.
Otring to the roomy character of the
ere stotnach of the sheep and
great strength and vigor of its dices-
live system. It Can nt.ntee large quan-
tities of rough toed perhaps better
than any other domestic animal. No
eaatterewhat food of good quality is
available considerable coat-se food
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Rhode island Reds.
the palatability of a ration, and It
gives the fowls a little chance to se-
lect what agrees with them best.
Fowls forced to ears certain food day
after day get tired of it after a time,
terlein to eat One- as- much, digest
less, and hence do not do as well.
Uooking sums feeds decreases the
digestibility of the protein constitu
entx. As a practice it is not advisabla
to cook food for poultry; it does not
pay- for the extra labor. The only es-
ceptions would be one or two vege-
tables which have their feeding value
increased be cooking, like turnips and
potatoes.
It is not, advisable to feed an entire
ration, of either whole or ground
grains.- It requires more energy to di-
gest whole grains than it does ground
grains and fowls cannot digest as
much whole grain in a day as they
eau ground grain. -The more they
can digest the faster the growth and
the better the egg production.
A properly balanced ration must
contain both whole, cracked and
ground gratin's. Either fed alone never
produce the beet results, ft is not
advisable to feed entirely on ground
grains because the crop and gizzard
are there for several purposes. One
of them is to grind ,,up the whole
grains into smaller particles.
TO START—SWEET POTATOES
Tubers Are Propagated From Sets or
Shoots Obtained by Planting in
a Hotbed.
Sweat potatoes are propagated from
Brits-or shoats which spring from the
tubers, when. they are planted and
form the tips Of--the runners. The
sets are obtained by planting the pota-
toes in a hotbed. The roots should be
bedded five or six weeks before the
sets are wanted for planting out. The
sets are broken from the potatoes for
transplanting when they are three or
four inches high and others form in
their place, so that in all two to four
crops are obtained.
For the late planting cuttings 12
to 14 inches long may be taken from
Sweet Potato stem Borer,
the young vines after they have start-
ed growth.
Sets of cuttings are put out in rows
about three feet apart and the plants
spaced 1S inches in 'be row. Most
growers plant sweet potatoes on edges
two to twelve inches high. The ridges
warm up sooner than the flat earth.
VALUABLE CROP FOR SOUTH
Cowpeas. Called "the Poor Man's
Clover," Can Etc Grown on Al-
most Any Kind of Soil.
Cowpeas can be grown as far north
as Dent corn can be grown and on
land so poor that clover would not
catch at alL They are called 'the
poor man's clover." because you can
get such quick reedits. A crop of cow.
peas can be grown in three months,
and it will be fully equal to a two
years' crop of clover.
Teo can sow the peas any time
from May to August and can get a
good big cro„ following an early crop
taker off tn June or July.
Plowed. under after the first freest,
they will leave the ground in elegant
shape for a crop next rear. The seed
costs about $2 SO per bushel and
should iv- drilled In at the rate of one.
half bushel per acre.
Mutton and Twrelpe.
A juicy arether lamb hung op In a
cold place w1U prove choice dinners
fc3e family until It is used up Don'rf t
to have mashed turnips and
butter with It
Wash nriseliee.
Tiber brushes for mashie. Malt
utensils should replace the COMVICIft
dishrag. They do better vorCiolf
More easily kept elea.
J. • - I









lien hia testimonial unsolicited X
XI had my will 11 wined
be advertised on every street
corset. The torn or vrotnau
that has rheumatism and fails
to keeensied uee ilaissa's LW-
most ibilike a drowsing mum
iersaginif—A. J. Yee








German Doctor Gives Vivid De-
scription of Air Raid.
_One Peels Just as Defenseless Against
an Attack by Aeroplanes es Against
the Power of • Thun-
derstorm.
ilerlize—The Vossische Zeitung con-
tains a Vreld accoubt ill iiii-gO raid
by a French squadron of aeroplanes
from the pen of a German doctor, who
says:
-I was at work In my room (In the
-too loor-ofu -Willi wben I suddenly
heard the sound of firing, which grad-
ually came nearer and nearer. Ha!
Ha! That s an enemy aviator some-
where near, and has getting a greet-
ing from our antiaircraft guns, but
the short. sharp shots became more
and more frequent and followed more
closely one upon the other. And now,
tick—tack—tack, the machine guns
join in. Whatever is up?
a . "1 go to the window which, being On
1 good stretch - let sky. True enough,the top story, give% me a view of a
• there's the beggar —itTlie a il y In sight
Ile borers at a great height, amid s
regular collection_ -of white shrapnel
clouds. But what's this now' Here
comes a second, and a third. Yes, and
Melorine for the Face.
jhe man who shaves himself
willfind the greatest satisfac-
tion is ustnielifekrine. It is
seedy for instant use as poured
from the bottle. Allays irrita-
ion, is antiseptic, healing and
soothing. Try it and if you don't
like it you can have the money
-back. 25c at Wear's drug store.
champion Ringlet Barred rock
• aggs 75c for 15 packed, or at 50c
/at home.—Sunny Side Poultry
Warm, T. J. Howard, Murray,
.Mt.. 1. Cumbgthone 20n109-1
Walla Farris Stick.
Rowdy Toam-e-This line jack alit
-44.ind at
from Murray. on Murray and Con-
emit 'road, at tr to insece a ti sing colt;
Rowdy Tom is of medium size-
weighs l'UO 1!),Juudi4: dirk brown. and-
- was sires by Long Tututailfl
:Seise* jeuriet, _COnrefrIera—thts lack
--Meek premiums at the Muroity Yale
-and bare never- biten-trirned-doirii-At
airs.
— Dr. Batteae4r.—TElifil7ne lioise will
-"make the season at the same place,
reader the same conditions, at $RL
Dr. Batten. Jr.. sired by D. Bair
Atal, NO. anni4, registered standard
:wed trotting horse. sired by Ashland
record 2:17 1-5. He by Red
Wilkes, sire of more than 110 in 2:10
:1st. Ile by George Wilkes. the foun-
eter of the greatest trotting family
aaown to the world. lie by Ham-
fatetonian 10. First darn, ()nits, by
31neenons sire of Semicolon, 2:1n. and
Desire than toa others: he--bi George
Wilkes. His mother was a Morgan
-and Ane saddle stock.
Dr. Batten, Jr.. is a dark bay. 16







last lesser Oravali harder
serVI4.1: this say east be.
Cairo. thee _hive a round
1.04.fer. AvNtif-Oce• away
shay c,rners (where
blade is ',Ltd to handle)
where Wear to constant and
hardest. TI.. is but one
of many notable leaturia ul
ROGERS BROS.
Multi, which sive lastly*
sert,c.: and sato.taction.
Numerous patterns Itte
ofkred in tbi. famous
"'$Ilver Plate Mat Weart.”
Sold by kading dealers
evertimett.-. arlattler







- a fourth and a fifth. More come UP_
from the side, more and more.
There's a whole squadron over the
town. I count, fourteen, sixteen,
twenty—In a serried column they
come flying up- with regular intervals
between the machines, with an ad-
vance guard and flank 'needs. II- it
to he a regular attack? Come down
below, blares a trumpet. It's the sig-
nal for everybody to clear out of the
Streets and take 'aviation cover.'
:The trumpet signal becomes more
imperative. In a twinkling the streets
are clear, and it is high time, for al-
ready there is a rattling on roofs and
pavements. Shrapnel bullets are corn-
ing down. And now—and! shall nev-
er forget it—a fearful, horrible crash,
or rather roar, like the roar of an ani-
mal. Those ft flows in the air have
drotiped'their first bomb. I begin to
think that my room immediately un-
What Sielreas Yaw Norse?
When vegetation dries it is al-
ive with germs and parasites of
many kinds. It is full in insect
eggs that hatch as Soon as they
g'0 into the stomach of a horse.
These parasites grow and multi-
ply and the horse weakens and
becomes an easy prey to disease.
B. A. Thomas' Stock Remedy is
guaranteed to keep any horse
free of this germ life. Not only
does it keep them free of germs,
but they are strong and winter
better. They shed earlier and
are always looking their best. 
  Thisremedy is Medicine—strai-
71hisy people suffer the tortureseet
Ihmicantscles and stiffened joints because
bigturities in the blood, and each me-
ssossnag attack seems more acute nada
esillmematisza has invaded the whole system'.
1P3 arrest rheumatism it is quite as bin-
ipmenht to improve your general health as
ilwo=y your blood, and the cod liver oil
'sEmulsion is nature 's great blood-
aserbiese while its medicinal nourishment
liesetagethens the organs to expel the
es and upbuild your strength.
111.11=Is Emulsion is helping thousands
apirosey day who could not find other cella.
agiuse the alcobohc substitutes.
ght Medicine and costs but lit-
1
tle. Wesel! and guarantee the
B. A. Thomas medicines.
Sexton Brothers are distribu-
tors for Murray and vicinity.
Have you seen the Chevrolet
car? If not, come in and take a
look at it It is the juiciest piece
of pie that exists in the automo-
bile business today. For sale by
Geo W Downs• • •
IN BELGIUM TODAY
People Confident Day of Deliver!
ance Will Come.
Young and Old Ars Learning to Speak
English—NO Personal Relations
Setween Belgians and Ger-
man•—loyeAre Deficient.
London —The following account of
conditions in Belgium is from the pen
of ati American who has arrived in
London after a year's stay in the Bel-
gian capital:
"Belgium today is learning to Peak
English. Everywhere you go, jou cab
see the old and young usually carry-
ing notebooks, studying In the streets
and trams, in the cafes, restaurants
and In the homes, all talking English,
using English expressions and words
on all possible uctasiumi.
"Belgium is confident. You hays
only to look at their faces to see it
and if you talk with them, they say,
'Just wait. The day of deliverance is
coming, it mar be this summer or nett
summer, but never? Vous etas foul'
"From -the -Orman nrlittary--stanterf
point. Belgium is organised into three
districts, the first, the Operationsge-
Wet or the zone of operations, which
extends Some fifteen to twenty miles
behind the actual line of fighting; the
second, the Mapper,, which is an in—
termediary zone where all the sup-
plies for the front are collected and
-distributed; and the third, the Occupw
e or the occupied -territory
organized with lath military and civil
goyretiments. No person can go from
one to the other except on special per-
mission, and .then only by train, which
includes as one of its comforts a
thorough searching.
"No person can leave the town in
whieh he lives, except by train or one
foot. Those who` wish to rideshi auto-'
mobiles must pay twenty marks a
wk or more. Tii the -f-o-rilfied Melt
of Liege. Namur and Antwerte you
must be In your bodges-it nine óiäii
in the evening.
'Naturally ne Belgian can go to Hon ,
land except by stealth. and I have good
reason to believe that some sixty *ou-
der the roof is not altogether a suits- sand have passed the frontier littee t George W.co
place in such circumstances— On the first of the year. Sonactimei thIa, 
tether* of the same I necessitates the killing of one or pure art .tp_  
opinion. They are officers who hed sentinels.
come from the front and bad just lain "Above all it itrautetty forbidden to -Eggs for Sale. --My hens took You want eggs that will hatch.
Creak men made this car.' Arthur Mason, father of
tit, valve-in-head motor. made the Chevrolet motor. Mace
it so it would reduce fuel cost without Inwood power. Tru;ti it
out los flues years undo, the nwatieicheustive tests, 'laden
this Chevrolet type valve-in-herd I the answer to the quite-
tion of Fe onomy and Power.
Now add the great roduction factor, gcnuiseci by
nine, and 
you have the Mightiest Car at the Littlest
Chevrolet "Four-Ninety"
Ag:hty Car for Mighty Little-
CH EVROLET
•
_Downs Explain the Above Car.
ge
down for a long, unacenatettled - bUt sing or play the Brablinoon. the Mar- 
iggs rtitiVittlfat-ch.
f the blue ribbon at the Calloway You waat these chicks to grow'well-earned sleep, and were cursing seillaise. and Tipperary. as a reeult o
freely at this inconsiderate disturb- Which nearly every Belgian can sing Minty fair last fall. 50 cents
ance. __Arnere go down the stairs
beast ISOM -w second time. Thatiatt
bomb bad fallen.- Then we tear,
the yoke of command: 'Take take;
tion cover.' _The group breaks up. I
stand for a moment irresolute. I don't
know the ground. Then a young cap-
tain laughingly takes my arm. saying:
Tome with me, doctor: it's no bravery
to wait till a thing like that falls on
your bead.'
-And so we go down a narrow stair-
case leading into a little corner of the
cellars under the house which. as I
now flnd, is built on a very ancient
foundation of extensive vaults. Under
a massive stone arch we have a com-
fortable room, the captain who took
my arm, a first lieutenant, a staff sur-
geon, two landsturm men, a college
professor and myself. There is even
an electric light.
"The racket and din outside gets
worse and worse. Clehrly we can per-
ceive that the hideous row comes
nearer and nearer. And now it is
quite close. Then a fearful bang and
roar. There must have been an ex-
plosion quite close to me. The house
and even the massive cellar arches
tremble. It is just as in a wild thun-
derstorm, when the thunder follows
close at the lightning's heels one feels
certain that struck something quite
close,' and one feels just as defense-
less against such an aviation, attack
as one is against the power of a thun-
derstorm
"Bang! This time still wilder and
nearer. Through the crannies of the
cellar there drifts in from the street
something misty. At first one can't
tell whether it is smoke or dust. If
it is smoke from a conflagration close
 _ I at hand, the position is not exactly a
imersixmlueszes=me pleasant one. The problem becomes
• the more problematical owing to the
Bread and Meat
Toour meat market we have added a
Modern Bakery and it is in charge of a com-
petent baker. We are now prepared to furnish
Fresh Bread, Buns Rolls,
  Cakes, Pies,-Ett:
- 7-111
• Ibitxtegninlx$83=Siarsoctsxsupacsav
Our bakery is conducted in a sanitary
manner and all orders from dealers or individ-
uals will be given prompt attention and will
be appreciated.
Our Meat Department .
will be maintained at the same high standard with
the best the market affords. Come and see us and
trade with us. Next door.to Overby &
Potts & Bekher
• - . • . •
7P4tifitleiwiatortit#,
pperary anildoes so Very Oftep. On
the _Roulet/art Anspach in Brussels
Tow!. little boys were March-
gartowards the 'bourse singing, at the
top of their lungs the 13rabanoon. It
_eras not long before some German sol-
diers chased them, catching one, who,
as he marched away to the kommen-
tur. criedout o his r en s. 'Run
and tell mamma that I am a prisoner
of war.' The young Belgians all wear ,
caps modeled on the soldiers' rest
caps and are very independent.
-The German gosernment of Bel- ;
glum has expressed its desire that all
Belgians should return to their work,
but if it be work that can profit the
Germans, they find something else to I
do. Then, besides, every piece of ma- I
clithery that can belated in Germany
has been stolen long since.
"It is easy to say, 'Go to work,' but
it is another thing to have work to do
which is not of direct benefit to the
German military authorities. In Char-
leroi there were about fifty loeorno-
tives which had been damaged more
or less. The Germans offered the
work of repair with fair pay to the
Belgian workmen, but they absolutely
refused, as the locomotives could be
used in sending- supplies and troops
to the front. It was nearly a month
later when after failing to persuade
the Belgians to work the Germans
were compelled tte'lsring workmen
from their shops in Germany.
"I have elven you some idea of the
general reiations between the Ger-
mans and the Belgians. As for per-
sonal relations, there is none
• "During the week before I left Brus-
sels. I was a spectator of an inedent
which perhaps shows the distance be-
tween the two better than I can ex-
plain, I was standing on the platform
of a tram coming up from town. It
and thrive and ripen into mato'.
pit
for seLtiog of 10 eggs at my.ity in the earliest possible time. a
home in Murray. Ky. 
Will ma
them at purchasers expense. 'shell If the parent stock is in
---illThese chicks are made in the- '
Mrs. Lee Rowlett. 
4 
1 a weakened condition, how can
you expees to get fertile eggs
For Sale.—Pair black mare l and s nit *tardy chicks. 'B. A.
mules 3 years old this summer, !Thomas' Poultry Remedy tones
tro 
also good brood mare. Come and up the system of fowls, puts
them in condition to lay, thereby
producing eggs that are fertile
and will make chicks that live
You can get 80c per bushel in and grow. We guarantee it. Sex-
trade for good shelled corn Mon- ton Brothers are distributors for
day at Bucy Bros. Murray and vicinity.
see them and get terms.—W. M.
Bryant, 6 miles north Murray 4*
We Don't Want Ail The Seed Business In This C01...±qt
Goverainent Experts say that only about 10", of the farmers gay
partienhe attention to the QUALITY of their field seeds._
Timitsa. tits WS that we want, and we have the seed that THEY•
GOLD-MEDAL SEEDS
The Sure Growing Kind
i FOR FIRST PRIZE FARMERS:
























electric light going out The wire was crowded with both Germans and
must have been hit. But as we Belgians. A German subot1Scer took a
breathe the r I in we find it has a cigarette from his case, and; having no
horrible but not smoky taste, match, asked the man standing beside
"Bang! Bane! Worse and worse him for a light. The Belgian had
come the roars around us in our he- nothing to do but offer the German
_ roes' cellar. We think the next min- his lighted cigarette. When the Ger-
ate the hotel itself will be struck, and man went to return the cigarette, the
then-how are we going- to get out of Belgian very pchtely informed the .
our subterranean wigwam? But grad- German that he did not care to smoke
ually the din becomes less. The fel- any more. The German could do
lows have evidently gone. Quickly UP . nothing, although he felt the insinua-
and out, in the hope of still seeing tion. He left the, tram immediately.
something. Yes. there they are. over -For our real news we have had to
e railway station, which is some dis- , depend upon the Dutch papers and
tante off." above all the London and Paris jour-
Tire doctor then proceeds to de- nals which were smuggled in from
scribe some Cif the damage done. The time to time. The German authorities
houses on bctt sides of his hotel had have done all they could to stop these
been struck by bombs. In one the papers coming in. even making it ex-
whole interior was wrecked, and it tremely punishable, but as fast as
was from here, he says, that that they would stop up one channel of the
strange mist cane. Five of the oc- supply another \would be found. We
1
 glipants had been killed on the spot were never without an English paper
The market presentea a horrible for more than two weeks since the
spectacle, a number, of horses, which erst of September of last year.
there nad been no time to remove. "The comtnission for relief of Bel-
having been blown  to Nom& .  iglus has. no doubt, saved a nation
from .starvation. and under the diffe
$555 in Stove—it Burns. I cult circumstances, have done a won-
Sunbury, Pa.—Putting her roll of derrui work. The Belgians know and
$555- in bialkilik.n parlor stove. MM. really appreciate the help, wren if the
Frank Woloktoafts Sunbury. took a Othronana bave.trt. r.! ti.elalas the credit
nap. Her mother: not knowing of the by publishing pictures of (he commis
new "bank," built a fire, and all she alon's work and labeling them as some





Artist Charmer 2391 Shis fine Register-
ed Saddle Stallion
will make the season of 1916 at my stable 6 miles west of Murray
and 2 miles rortheast of Lynn Grove, at .$10 00 to insure a living
colt 8 clusi:old. a) per cent discount if you pay when colt is 8
days you want a prize winner breed to thia norse. He and
his colte luwe won more premiums at our county fairs than all the
others combined. He is a dark bay 15i hands high,"
true picture of him.
Black Joe, Jr. This jack will be at same place at
$6.00 with 14X) off same as above.
I. T. Crawford, Lynn *trays, Ky.
ereessemisettembeatesinesenese- 
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